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Message from the President
Once again it is my pleasure and honor to welcome you to
the Pepperdine Bible Lectures. Along with our University
family, I look forward to these refreshing times in the same
way many of the participants do. Long ago, Moses was
instructed by God to "remember the Sabbath day by keeping it
holy." Those regular, weekly remembrances in yesteryear are
echoed in our weekly Lord's Day assemblies and activities
today. Likewise, I think that the grand feasts and festivals of
Israel, sometimes solemn, sometimes joyful, are echoed in this
yearly gathering on the campus of Pepperdine.
From across the nation—indeed, from around the world—
Christians stream into Malibu to proclaim the Name of God, to
stand before Him in wonder and worship. We listen each year
to well-crafted words of instruction and encouragement, but
equally important, we present ourselves before the Almighty
One, asking for divine cleansing and revitalization.
It seems quite appropriate that we turn our Bibles to the
first letter to Timothy this year. For, we at Pepperdine are
concluding an academic year devoted to the theme, "A
Heritage of Faith." It is the centerpiece theme of a series of five
goals I enumerated in my inaugural address of 2000. Our
heritage of faith is at the center because, without it, the other
four are essentially without a guiding purpose. In 1 Timothy,
the sagely mentor Paul seems to commend and pass on the
sometimes-embattled heritage of the Christian faith to his
young protege, Timothy. Paul concludes his letter with the
charge, "Timothy, guard what has been entrusted to your care"
(6:20).
We believe that the "mystery of godliness," which is the
reigning and indwelling Christ Himself, calls to us at
Pepperdine, and we shall do our best to answer the call. But
infinitely more does the mystery speak to the church of our
Lord Jesus Christ. Future generations will "take hold of the
life that is truly life" (6:19) if—and only if—this generation
treasures and passes along our precious heritage of faith of
which Paul writes.
Our campus is yours for this week of praise to God.
We greet you in the name of Jesus our Lord.
V
BillHenf fhitney Wall, and Patty Atkissor
"And so, through seven theme lectures,
more than 240 classes, thirteen music and
drama groups, five major dinners, and
numerous breakfast and luncheon
programs, we come together to consider
THE MYSTERY OF GODLINESS ...
On behalf of the scores of students and staff
members that will serve you, we welcome
you to a week of incredible worship,
fellowship, and study of God's Holy Word."
Andrew K. Benton
President
•Pepperdine University Affirms
THAT GOD IS
That God is revealed uniquely in Christ
That the educational process may not,
with impunity, be divorced from the
divine process
That the student, as a person of
infinite dignity, is the heart of the
educational enterprise
That the quality of student life
is a valid concern of the University
That truth, having nothing to fear
from investigation, should be pursued
relentlessly in every discipline
That spiritual commitment, tolerating
no excuse for mediocrity, demands the
highest standards of academic excellence
That freedom, whether spiritual, intellectual,
or economic, is indivisible
That knowledge calls, ultimately, for a
life of service
Message from the
Lectures Team
The Lectures Team welcomes you to the 61st Annual
Pepperdine Bible Lectures! Not long after last year's lectures
on the Book of Genesis concluded, we began making plans for
this year's program. So, for many months now, preparations
have been moving forward: lecturers have been studying and
praying, teachers have been researching and meditating,
music and drama groups have been rehearsing ... all for you.
We want you to know that we do not take you, the
participant, for granted. The program begins with and centers
around, not speakers or teachers or worship leaders, but you,
the solitary child of God who makes a pilgrimage to Malibu,
California, in the hope of encountering God. We build a
program that we believe will edify, enrich, and uplift you in
the spirit. We have succeeded in our task only when you leave
the campus renewed and ready to live for Christ another year.
Regarding our theme this year, some may find it a
"stealth" subject, in that it may appear to be rather innocuous
compared to books of the Bible with great sweeping themes
like Genesis, Corinthians, Psalms, and Romans. But to
underestimate this little letter to Timothy would be a serious
mistake. It is a letter sent to an individual person, rather than
to a group or to posterity. And thus the message is personal
and pointed. The great apostle Paul explains that he is writing
"these instructions so that... you will know how people ought
to conduct themselves in God's household, which is the
church of the living God, the pillar and foundation of the
truth" (3:14-15).
A glance at the titles of our theme lectures this year
offers clues to the challenging subjects that will be addressed:
"Take hold of the life that is truly life," "Godliness with
contentment is great gain," "The mystery of godliness is great,"
"Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners," and more.
The gravity of the message may surprise us when we
look closely. In the midst of a discussion of God's
graciousness, Paul suddenly and with urgency instructs
Timothy, "... fight the good fight, holding on to faith and a
good conscience" (1:18-19). Some, adds Paul, have already
rejected the teaching of Christ "and so have shipwrecked their
faith."
And so, through seven theme lectures, more than 240
classes, thirteen music and drama groups, five major dinners,
and numerous breakfast and luncheon programs, we come
together to consider the Mystery of Godliness. What will be
the outcome of these days in May? We believe that the Lord
is eager for you to "train yourself to be godly," then to "live in
all godliness" and "fight the good fight of faith."
On behalf of the scores of students and staff
members that will serve you, we welcome you to a week of
incredible worship, fellowship, and study of God's Holy
Word.
The Lectures Team
itney Wall, and Patty Atkisson,
"And so, through seven theme lectures,
more than 240 classes, thirteen music and
drama groups, five major dinners, and
numerous breakfast and luncheon
programs, we come together to consider
THE MYSTERY OF GODLINESS ...
On behalf of the scores of students and staff
members that will serve you, we welcome
you to a week of incredible worship,
fellowship, and study of God's Holy Word."
2004 Theme Lecturers
'The Mystery of Godliness"
Great Themes from 1 Timothy
THEME LECTURERS
Opening Night Program
Tuesday, May 4, 7:00 p.m.
Firestone Fieldhouse
KEYNOTE LECTURER
Mark Love, Abilene, Texas
"Christ Jesus Came into the World to Save Sinners'
(1 Timothy 1:12-17)
Rubel Shelly
Nashville, Tennessee
"That We May Live . . . In All
Godliness" (1 Timothy 2:1-7)
Wednesday, May 5,11:00 a.m.
Billy Wilson
Glasgow, Scotland
"The Mystery of Godliness is Great'
(1 Timothy 3:14-16)
Wednesday, May 5, 7:00 p.m.
Shon Smith
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
"Train Yourself to be Godly"
(1 Timothy 4:6-10)
Thursday, May 6, 11:00 a.m.
Don McLaughlin
Atlanta, Georgia
"Godliness with Contentment is
Great Gain" (1 Timothy 6:3-10)
Thursday, May 6, 7:00 p.m.
Kevin Withem
San Diego, California
"Fight the Good Fight of the Faith"
(1 Timothy 6:11-16)
Friday, May 7, 11:00 a.m.
Rick Atchley
Fort Worth, Texas
"Take Hold of the Life that is
Truly Life" (1 Timothy 6:17-19)
Friday, May 7, 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, May 4
THE 61ST ANNUAL
PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
BIBLE LECTURES SCHEDULE
Tuesday, May 4
4:15 p.m. Dinner Programs
Associated Women for Pepperdine Dinner
Speaker: Jeanene Reese, Abilene, Texas
Place: Rockwell Dining Center
Opening Night Men's Dinner
Speaker: Jack Reese, Abilene, Texas
Place: Tennis Pavilion
Please purchase tickets ($9.95) in advance. See reservation form.
6:15 p.m. Songfest
Song Leaders: Ken Young & the Hallal Singers
Franklin, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Title: "Christ Jesus Came into the World
to Save Sinners"
(1 Timothy 1:12-17)
Speaker: Mark Love, Abilene, Texas
Song Leader: Ken Young, Franklin, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
The 125-foot Phillips Theme Tower, with its representation of the cross of
Christ, symbolizes the spiritual commitment of Pepperdine University.
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Title: "Ancient Future"
(An Experience in Worship)
Singers: The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee
Brandon Scott Thomas, Nashville,
Tennessee
Place: Smothers Theater
Title: "All Rise to Meet Your God"
(A Musical Celebration)
Singers: Won By One, Malibu, California
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: The Greatest Ministry of All:
Hitting the Bullseye With Our Doctrine
Teacher: Milton Jones, Seattle, Washington
Singers: Northwest Worship Team
Seattle, Washington
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: The Church of Oprah: How to Reach
Postmoderns On Sunday Mornings
(Part One: Reaching Those Who
Believe in Many Paths)
Teacher: Chris Altrock, Memphis, Tennessee
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
-
Drama: "The Hand of God"
(A One-Act Play)
Actors: Visions, Cascade College, Portland, Oregon
Director: Brian Simmons, Portland, Oregon
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: When We Are Gathered to Meet Him
(A Scriptural Alternative to the
"Left Behind" Series)
Teacher: Lynn Mitchell, Houston, Texas
Place: AC 245
Pie and Coffee will be served in the Rockwell Dining Center
and in the Howard A. White Center each evening from
8:30-11:30. Proceeds will benefit the Associated Women for
Pepperdine Scholarship Fund.
CALLING ALL PEPPERDINE ALUMNI
The annual reunion for Pepperdine alumni is Tuesday
night in the Hahn Fireside Room from 9:00 to 10:30.
There will be free pie and coffee for all Pepperdine alums.
Note: No class is repeated in this lecture program. New material will be presented each day in every class.
Announcements
LUNCHEONS IN HERITAGE HALL
DAILY 12-1:30
Wednesday, May 5
Howard Publishing Company
Host: Denny Boultinghouse,
West Monroe, Louisiana
Speaker: Mark Frost, Trenton, Michigan
Thursday, May 6
21st Century Christian
Power for Today
Host: Prentice Meador,
Dallas, Texas
Speaker: Phil Ware, Austin, Texas
Friday, May 7
Restoration Quarterly
Host: Tom Olbricht,
South Berwick, Maine
Speaker: Robert Hull, Johnson City, Tennessee
LUNCHEONS IN TENNIS PAVILION
DAILY 12-1:30
During Bible Lectures week, lunch will be available in the
Tennis Pavilion adjacent to the Firestone Fieldhouse. Instead of
a speaker, this location will feature a different choral group
singing Christian music each day during the lunch hour.
Wednesday, May 5
True Lift
Pepperdine University
Malibu, California
Thursday, May 6
Won By One
Pepperdine University
Malibu, California
Friday, May 7
Voces
El Paso, Texas
Study Religion This Summer In Mali
THE RELIGION DIVISION OF PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY ANNOUNCES
THREE TWO-WEEK SUMMER COURSES ON THE MALIBU CAMPUS IN 2004
Women in the
Early Church
Stuart Love, S.T.D.
May 24-June 4, 2004
Revelation and
Apocalyptic Literature
Richard Oster, Ph.D.
June 7-June 18, 2004
The Doctrine of God
Ronald Highfield, Ph.D.
June 21-July 2,2004
Wednesday, May 5
Wednesday, May 5
7:00-8:00 Breakfast Programs
World Bible School
Speakers: John Reese, Austin, Texas
Tex Williams, Austin, Texas
Place: Hahn Fireside Room
Pepperdine Religion Major Alumni
Speakers: Randy Chesnutt, Malibu, California
Mike Sanders, Boise, Idaho
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Hispanic Ministries & Outreach
Speakers: Tomas Allen, La Verne, California
Carlos Gonzales, Mira Loma, California
Place: TCC107
7:30-8:15 Morning Praise
Host: New Wineskins Magazine
Singers: The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee
Teacher: Mike Cope, Abilene, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
8:30 a.m. Classes
Title: Overcoming the Sin That Has
Overtaken You
(Part One: Developing a Personal
and Effective Approach to Breaking
Free from Repetitive Sin)
Teacher: Don McLaughlin, Atlanta, Georgia
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: The Doctor Will See You Now
(Is There Still a Place in the Church
for a Ministry of Healing?)
Teacher: Rick Atchley, Fort Worth, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: Leaving the Land We Know
(The Church's Journey in God's Story)
Teachers: Doug Foster, Abilene, Texas
Randy Harris, Abilene, Texas
Mark Love, Abilene, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Pay it Forward: Forgiveness and the Facts
Teacher: Chris Seidman, Farmers Branch, Texas
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Militant Jihad: The Mentality
of Islamic Terrorists
Teacher: Glover Shipp, Edmond, Oklahoma
Place: AMB105
Title: Dynamic Discipleship: Obeying the
Radical Teachings of Jesus
Teacher: David Owens, Liverpool, New York
Place: AMB 220
Title: Prayer: It's Not Just for Bedtime Anymore
(Teaching Children to have a 24/7
Prayer Walk)
Teachers: Garry & Gini Bortz, Campbell, California
Place: AC 205
Title: Does Anybody Really Know What
Time It Is? (Understanding God's Plan
for Our Past, Present & Future)
Teacher: Brenda Poarch, Brandon, Mississippi
Place: AC 210
Title: Samuel Robert Cassius (1853-1931)
and His Use of the Bible
(The First Black Intellectual in
Churches of Christ)
Teacher: Edward Robinson, Abilene, Texas
Place: AC 244
Title: The Mystery of Godliness is Great
(An Expository Study of 1 Timothy)
Teacher: Ken Cukrowski, Abilene, Texas
Place: AC 245
Title: Emptying to Full Measure
Teachers: Alexander & Eleni Melirrytos,
Athens, Greece
Place: KSC110
Title: The Hinge of Her History: Sarah and
the Phases of Faith
Teacher: Latayne Scott, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Place: KSC 130
Title: The Kingdom of God is Here but My
Glorious Body is On Order
(What Do I Wear Until Then?)
Teachers: Emily Lemley, Westlake Village, California
Stacy Rouse, Malibu, California
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: My Beloved Wife: A Life Remembered
(Part One: Footprints of Jesus)
Teacher: John W Smith, Huntsville, Alabama
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: The Right Place, the Right Time,
To Do the Right Thing
(Rediscovering the Power of 2 Peter 1:3-9)
Teachers: Benny Baker, Minden, Louisiana
Porfirio Molina, Jinotega, Nicaragua
Place: CAC 204
8:30 a.m. Classes continued on page 6
Wednesday, May 5
Title: C.P.R. for the Christian Soul
(Reviving Your Spiritual Passion)
Teacher: Ross Cochran, Searcy, Arkansas
Place: CAC 214
Title: Reshaping the Self: Learning to Confess
with the Church Fathers
(An Exercise in Applied Spirituality)
Teacher: Daniel Napier, Santa Barbara, California
Place: CAC 301
Title: Learning How to Live Within God's Story
Instead of Trying to Create Our Own
Story Line
Teacher: Curt Sparks, Memphis, Tennessee
Place: CAC 302
9:45 a.m. Classes
Title: Got Change? - Managing Change in
Our Congregations and Our Lives
(Part One: The Simple Alternative —
Change or Die)
Teacher: Jeff Walling, Charlotte, North Carolina
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Can the Church Be Saved?
(Rescuing God's People from Their
Institutional Captivity)
Teachers: Rubel Shelly, Nashville, Tennessee
John O. York, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: Are We Securing Our Identity or
Identifying Our Security?
(Part One: Do Churches of Christ Have an
Identity Crisis? A Conversation Between
Two Friends)
Teachers: Randy Lowry, Westlake Village, California
Jack Reese, Abilene, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Down in the River to Pray
(Rediscovering Baptism as God's
Transforming Work)
Teachers: John Mark Hicks, Nashville, Tennessee
Greg Taylor, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: "You Are the Potter, I Am the Clay"
(Molded Daily Into His Likeness)
Teacher: Linda Truschke, Malibu, California
Place: AMB105
Title: The Spiritual Church
(Experiencing the Vitality and Refreshment
of God's Spirit in the Life of Your Church)
Teachers: Tim & Emily Spivey, Dallas, Texas
Place: AMB 220
Title: Nurturing Spirituality in
Intergenerational Settings
(Spiritual Formation in Children)
Teacher: Holly Allen, Siloam Springs, Arkansas
Place: AC 205
Title: Raising Up Leaders for God's Family
(Helping People Develop Their God-Given
Leadership Abilities)
Teachers: Mike & Jeannie Cagle, Marietta, Georgia
Place: AC 210
Title: In the World, but not of the World
(The Christian in an Election year)
Teacher: Brad Cheves, Westlake Village, California
Place: AC 244
Title: Face to Face with Jesus
(Meeting Jesus Through the Eyes of Others)
Teacher: Rick Marrs, Thousand Oaks, California
Place: AC 245
Title: From Brokenness to Usefulness
(Women with a Mission in Honduras)
Teachers: Doris Clark, Catacamas, Honduras
Amanda Madrid, Catacamas, Honduras
Place: KSC110
Title: Come to the Quiet
(Exercises in Silence, Contemplation
and Prayer)
Teacher: Charme Robarts, Dallas, Texas
Place: KSC 130
Title: Unfinished Reconciliation: Justice, Racism
& Churches of Christ
Teacher: Ken Greene, Dallas, Texas
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: Preaching Between Gospel and Culture
(Looking for God in the History of
American Rock and Roll Music)
Teacher: Jeff Christian, Tyler, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: What's Lost, What's Left, What's Possible
(Picking Up the Pieces and Entrusting
Them to God)
Teacher: Kay Cox, Houston, Texas
Place: CAC 204
r
r
Wednesday, May 5
Title: The Gift of Wounded-Healing
(The Heart of Isaiah 53,2 Corinthians 1, and
1 Peter 2 & 3)
Teacher: Steve Sikes, Bloomington, Indiana
Place: CAC 214
Title: Choosing Life Beyond the Wilderness
(Deuteronomy's Continuing Call to Enter
God's Rest)
Teacher: Tim Willis, Malibu, California
Place: CAC 301
Title: Life is Hard! Life is Blessed! Let's Sing!
(Our Dual Citizenship in Harsh Reality and
Transcendent Grace)
Teacher: Mike Myers, Littleton, Colorado
Place: CAC 302
11:00 a.m. Main Lecture
Title: "That We May Live...In All Godliness"
(1 Timothy 2:1-7)
Speaker: Rubel Shelly, Nashville, Tennessee
Song Leader: Jeremy Johnson, Malibu, California
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
12:00-1:30 Luncheon Programs
Youth Workers
Speakers: Jack Williamson, Thousand Oaks, California
Matt McMillon, El Segundo, California
Place: Hahn Fireside Room
World Christian Broadcasting
Speakers: Leon O'Flynn, Auckland, New Zealand
Maurice Hall, Whittier, California
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Harding Graduate School of Religion
Speaker: Dave Bland, Memphis, Tennessee
Place: Outdoor Patio (West End)
World English Institute
Speaker: Dick Ady, Gresham, Oregon
Place: TCC107
For luncheons in Heritage Hall and Tennis Pavilion see page 4
2:00 p.m. Classes
Title: I Tell You a Mystery: Life, Death, and
Eternity (Part One: Where Do the
Dead Really Go?)
Teacher: Joe Beam, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Plank-Walking Truths:
What Christians Ultimately Believe
(Part One: What We Believe About God)
Teacher: Mike Cope, Abilene, Texas
Singers: The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: Zuzu's Petals: Our Wonderful Life
With God
Teacher: Billy Wilson, Glasgow, Scotland
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Awakening to the Spirit's Transformation
Within
(Part One: Living Among Three Trees)
Teacher: Rhonda Lowry, Westlake Village, California
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Avoiding a Blueprint for Disaster
(Affair-Proofing Your Marriage)
Teachers: Jerry & Lynn Jones, St. Charles, Missouri
Place: AMB105
Title: Are More Churches Needed? YES!
(The New Wave of Evangelism: Domestic
Church Planting)
Teacher: Joe Hays, New York, New York
Place: AMB 220
Title: The Blessings & Curses of Congregational
Growth
(Research and Advice on Making the
Transition from One Sunday Morning
Worship Service to Two)
Teacher: Brian Simmons, Portland, Oregon
Place: AC 205
Title: Being a Light in the "Bright Lights"
(Two Actresses Share Their Stories
of God's Calling in the Arts and it's
Challenges)
Teachers: Hilary Rushford, New York, New York
August West, El Segundo, California
Place: AC 210
Title: Living a Worthy Life
(What is a Faith-Full Christian?)
Teacher: Nancy Ferguson, Abilene, Texas
Place: AC 244
Difficult Texts in 1 Timothy
Title: "I Do Not Permit a Woman to Teach ...
She Must Be Silent."
(1 Timothy 2:12-15)
Teacher: Michael Moss, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: AC 245
Title: The Cries of a Hurting City: Answering
the Call to Urban Spiritual Healing
(An Exciting Update on the Portland Urban
Ministry Project)
Teacher: Lanny Tucker, Portland, Oregon
Place: KSC110
2:00 p.m. Classes continued on page 8
Wednesday, May 5
Title: Shadow & Light: The Unbearable
Lightness of Seeing
(Incarnational Reading for a Life of Faith)
Teachers: Darryl Tippens, Malibu, California
Steve Weathers, Abilene, Texas
Place: KSC130
Title: Decades of Destiny: The History of
Churches of Christ from 1900 to 2000
Moderator: Lindy Adams, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Panelists: Mike Casey, Malibu, California
Richard Hughes, Malibu, California
Steven Lemley, Westlake Village, California
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: Longing for a Homeland
(The Search for a Sense of Belonging)
Teacher: Lynn Anderson, San Antonio, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: The Cosmic Quilt: Christ-Centered
Unity for Cultural Diversity
Teacher: David Holmes, Westchester, California
Place: CAC 204
Title: "That I Might Win Some"
(Understanding Paul's Teaching on
Evangelism)
Teacher: James Thompson, Abilene, Texas
Place: CAC 214
Title: Religion and Science are Not
Contradictory
(Why Godly Men and Women are
Needed in Science)
Teacher: Dwayne Simmons, St. Louis, Missouri
Place: CAC 301
Title: Wing Whispers: Soft Promptings of Love
From God's Spirit
Teacher: Curtis Shelburne, Lubbock, Texas
Place: CAC 302
3:15 p.m. Classes
Title: Things Unseen: Churches of Christ in
(and after) the Modern Age
(Part One: Inheritance - The Lord's Church
in a Sea of Denominations)
Teacher: Leonard Allen, Siloam Springs, Arkansas
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Three Theological Explosions
(Part One: The Explosion of Grace)
Teacher: Randy Harris, Abilene, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: "Take My Voice and Let Me Sing"
(Sacrifices of Praise)
Singers: First Colony Worship Team
Sugar Land, Texas
Director: Greg Boyle, Sugar Land, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Telling the Old, Old Story in New,
New Ways
Teacher: Ken Durham, Malibu, California
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: A Marriage Remade in Heaven
(A Couple Shares a Disastrous and Yet
Wondrous Journey Through Their Own
Divorce and Marriage Renewal)
Teachers: Jimmy & Gail Sportsman
Ruidoso, New Mexico
Place: AMB105
Title: Nadab & Abihu: The Rest of the Story of
Strange Hermeneutics
(An Exploration of the Usage of the Nadab
and Abihu Story in the Stone/Campbell
Movement)
Teacher: Glenn Pemberton
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Place: AMB 220
Title: Good Ministers of Jesus Christ:
A Symposium on Ministry Themes
in 1 Timothy
(Hosted by Leaven Journal)
Moderator: Stuart Love, Agoura Hills, California
Panelists: James Freie, Lancaster, California
Lee Magness, Milligan College, Tennessee
Pat Magness, Milligan College, Tennessee
Mary Ellen Pereira, Seattle, Washington
Place: AC 205
Title: Renewed By the Spirit: Keeping Marriage
Partners Spiritually Alive
Teachers: Jim & Carolyn Hawkins, Delta, BC, Canada
Place: AC 210
Title: Closing the Back Door (Stop Losing
Members by Nurturing Integration
into the Life of the Congregation)
Teacher: Clarence Hibbs, Camarillo, California
Place: AC 244
Title: Neo-Charismatics within Churches of
Christ from 1970 to the Present
Teacher: Tom Olbricht, South Berwick, Maine
Place: AC 245
r
Wednesday, May 5
Title: A Moving Experience: Secretaries Discuss
How (Not) To Move a Church From One
Location to Another
Moderator: Bonnie Miller, Vancouver, Washington
Panelists: Jane Harris, San Diego, California
August West, West Los Angeles, California
Place: KSC110
Title: Our Current Revolution in Preaching
and the Image of Hope
Teachers: Dave Bland, Memphis, Tennessee
David Fleer, Rochester Hills, Michigan
Place: KSC 130
Title: My Nest Emptied Last Fall
(Beginning a Journey through the Second
Half of Life)
Teacher: Carol Manley, Sugar Land, Texas
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: Inspired Marks of the True Church
(Part One: Worship in the Spirit of God)
Teacher: Edward Fudge, Houston, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: "Worthy is the Lamb That Was Slain"
(The Relevance of the Book of Revelation
to the 21st Century Western Church)
Teacher: Steve Raine, Sydney, Australia
Place: CAC 204
Title: Paul said: "Preach the Word" not
"Put Them to Sleep"
(Preaching that Engages the Disengaged)
Teacher: Glenn Newton, Eustis, Florida
Place: CAC 214
Title: Manna Every Morning
(Feeding the Sheep Monday Through
Friday)
Teacher: John Wright, Stockton, California
Place: CAC 301
Title: Have You Read a Good Book Lately?
(Reading Literature Through the
Eyes of Faith)
Teacher: Carolyn Thompson, Abilene, Texas
Place: CAC 302
4:30 p.m. Dinner Program
Important Reminder
Although some class titles are repeated, no class lecture is
repeated in this lecture program. New material will be
presented each day in every class.
Appreciation Dinner
in Honor of
Stuart & D'Esta Love
Place: Rockwell Dining Center
Please purchase tickets ($9.95)
in advance at Ticket Sales tables.
Stuart Love and D'Esta Guild met in Eugene, Oregon at
the 10th and Washington Church of Christ. It was the summer
of 1957 and Stuart was a sophomore at the University of
Oregon. D'Esta's father, Claude Guild, was the guest preacher
that Sunday, and Stuart led the singing. Later that summer,
Stuart enrolled at Portland State and became the song leader
for the Eastside Church of Christ where D'Esta's father was
the preacher. They were married in Portland on March 21,
1959. That fall they left for Abilene Christian University,
where Stuart finished his B.A. and their son, Mark, was born.
Upon Stuart's graduation, the Love's returned to Oregon
briefly where their son, Jon, was born. Then they returned to
Texas where Stuart earned his M.A. and S.T.B. degrees at ACU
while preaching for churches in Fort Worth and Eastland. The
Loves returned to Portland in 1967 and Stuart preached for
the Eastside Church and taught Bible at Columbia Christian
College. Meanwhile, D'Esta received her B.A. in English from
Portland State and Stuart began his doctorate at San Francisco
Theological Seminary. In 1975, they were called to the
University Church of Christ in Abilene where Stuart served as
pulpit minister and D'Esta began work on her M.A. in
English. They moved to Pepperdine in 1979, and Stuart
served as dean of students for two years.
In 1981, Stuart accepted a position in the Religion
Division where he continues to teach New Testament and
ministry. In 1989, D'Esta became the dean of students and
served in that role for twelve years. Stuart continued his
preaching ministry, serving churches in Long Beach,
Lakewood, and Whittier. He now preaches part-time for the
Sierra Madre Church of Christ. Stuart and D'Esta's ministries
have blended into a partnership that has modeled gender
equity, encouraged women to develop their gifts for the sake
of the kingdom, and helped the church embrace those gifts.
The first issue of Leaven Journal was published in 1990
with Mark as editor. Stuart and D'Esta were appointed
editors in 1994, and in 2000 the journal became a publication
of the Religion Division at Pepperdine. With their son, Mark,
they wrote Good News for Marriage, and both have written
books for the Streams of Mercy series published by Hillcrest
Publishing. D'Esta completed her M.Div. in 2003. She teaches
for the Religion Division and serves the University as its first
chaplain. The Loves are the proud grandparents of Zachary (a
freshman at Pepperdine), Joshua, Nicholas and Noah. Mark
is director of ministry events and professor of Bible at ACU
and his wife Nancy is a graphic design artist for ACU Press.
Jon and Eva work for the University of Maryland medical
school. Eva is a pediatrician and Jon is a pediatric cardiologist.
Music and Drama Groups
The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee Psallo, Los Angeles, California
College Church Praise Team, Fresno, Californii McCoy Family Singers, Merkel, Texas
Won By One, Pepperdine University
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Living Water, Pepperdine University
Music and Drama Groups
Northwest Worship Team, Seattle, Washington First Colony Praise Team, Sugar Land, Texas
The Hallal Singers, Franklin, Tennessee Visions, Cascade College, Portland, Oregon
True Lift, Pepper dine University Richland Hills Praise Team, Fort Worth, Texas
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Wednesday, May 5
A daily class in Smothers Theatre.
6:15 p.m.
Song Leaders:
Place:
7:00 p.m.
Title:
Speaker:
Song Leader:
Place:
9:00 p.m.
Title:
Singers:
Director:
Place:
Title:
Singers:
Place:
Title:
Singers:
Place:
Title:
Teacher:
Singers:
Teacher:
Place:
Songfest
Ken Young & the Hallal Singers
Franklin, Tennessee
Firestone Fieldhouse
Main Lecture
"The Mystery of Godliness is Great"
(1 Timothy 3:14-16)
Billy Wilson, Glasgow, Scotland
Ken Young, Franklin, Tennessee
Firestone Fieldhouse
Late Evening Programs
"The Power of Praise"
Psallo—A Praise and Worship Team
Mark Campbell, Los Angeles, California
Firestone Fieldhouse
"Come Into His Presence With Singing"
(A Contemporary Worship Experience)
Ken Young & The Hallal Singers
Franklin, Tennessee
Smothers Theatre
"I Will Give Thanks To The Lord"
The McCoy Family Singers, Merkel, Texas
Elkins Auditorium
The Greatest Ministry of All: Epidemic
Evangelism
Milton Jones, Seattle, Washington
Northwest Worship Team,
Seattle, Washington
Stauffer Chapel
The Church of Oprah: How to Reach
Postmoderns on Sunday Mornings
(Part Two: Reaching Those Who Don't
Like Church)
Chris Altrock, Memphis, Tennessee
Raitt Recital Hall
"Resting in His Presence"
(A One Act Play)
Living Water, Pepperdine University
Malibu, California
Lindhurst Theatre
When We Are Gathered to Meet Him
(A Scriptural Alternative to the "Left
Behind" Series)
Lynn Mitchell, Houston, Texas
AC 245
A daily class in Stauffer Chapel.
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Pie and Coffee will be served in the Rockwell Dining Center
and in the Howard A. White Center each evening from
8:30-11:30. Proceeds will benefit the Associated Women for
Pepperdine Scholarship Fund.
Thursday, May 6
Thursday, May 6
7:00- 8:00 Breakfast Programs
Eastern European Mission
Speakers: Frank Farr, Houston, Texas
Igor Kozlovsky, Donetsk, Ukraine
Place: Hahn Fireside Room
Let's Start Talking
Speakers: Mark & Sherrylee Woodward
Fort Worth, Texas
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Christian Heritage Gardens
(A Ministry of Sunset Haven)
Speaker: Randy Lowry, Westlake Village, California
Place: TCC107
7:30-8:15 Morning Praise
Singers: Richland Hills Praise Team,
Fort Worth, Texas
Teacher: Rick Atchley, Fort Worth, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
8:30 a.m. Classes
Title: Winning the War Against Shame
(Part Two: Developing a Church Culture
that Frees People from the Shackles of Shame)
Teacher: Don McLaughlin, Atlanta, Georgia
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: The Doctor Will See You Now
(Is There Still a Place in the Church
for a Ministry of Healing?)
Teacher: Rick Atchley, Fort Worth, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: Leaving the Land We Know
(The Church's Journey in God's Story)
Teachers: Doug Foster, Abilene, Texas
Randy Harris, Abilene, Texas
Mark Love, Abilene, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Pay It Forward: Forgiveness and
Our Feelings
Teacher: Chris Seidman, Farmers Branch, Texas
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Are Churches of Christ & Christian
Churches Evangelical?
(Part One: The Historical Perspective)
Moderator: Ross Thomson, Houston, Texas
Panelists: William Baker, Cincinnati, Ohio
Robert Hull, Johnson City, Tennessee
Glenn Pemberton, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma
Place: AMB105
Title: The Divine Revolution
(Part One: Jesus and the Kingdom of God)
Teacher: Wade Hodges, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Place: AMB 220
Title: How to Help Children Know if They
are Lost or Safe
(A Salvation Lesson to Help Kids and
Parents Know When the Time is Right)
Teachers: Garry & Gini Bortz, Campbell, California
Place: AC 205
Title: Secrets of the Divine Sisterhood
(The Mysteries of God Revealed to the
Believer Give Confidence, Courage and
Hope)
Teacher: Gail Matthews, Houston, Texas
Place: AC 210
Title: A Stranger in Our House: Addiction,
Mental Illness and the Family
Teachers: Virgil & Caryl Fry, Houston, Texas
Place: AC 244
Title: The Mystery of Godliness is Great
(An Expository Study of 1 Timothy)
Teacher: Ken Cukrowski, Abilene, Texas
Place: AC 245
Title: How We Became Christians in Albania
(Personal Testimonies to the Power of the
Gospel of Christ)
Teachers: Kristofor & Andoneta Findiku, Tirana,
Albania
Place: KSC110
Reminder
NATIONAL DAY OF PRAYER
Thursday, May 6, 2004
Pepperdine University reminds those attending the
Bible Lectures that the National Day of Prayer occurs
during our time together. This annual emphasis on
prayer, established by an act of Congress, encourages
Americans to pray for our nation, its people and its
leaders. The theme for the National Day of Prayer in
2004 is "Let Freedom Ring."
"...proclaim liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants"
(Leviticus 25:10)
"Blessed is the nation whose God is the Lord."
(Psalm 33:12)
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Announcements
SPECIAL EXHIBITION AT THE FREDERICK R. WEISMAN MUSEUM OF ART
During the Bible Lectures, May 4 - May 7, 2004
Retrospective Exhibit:
Forty Years of Art in Christian Education
Museum Hours: 11:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Artists' Reception: Friday, May 7, 8:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
"Coup du Coeur"
drawing, mixed media
"Flee as a Bird"
sculpture
Robert Privitt
Thousand Oaks, California
Bob Privitt is retiring this year after
a forty-year career of learning and
teaching art at Harding University,
Lubbock Christian University,
and Pepperdine University.
He has taught at Seaver College for
the past twenty-five years. He and
his wife, Norma, are members of the
Conejo Valley Church of Christ.
Howard A. White Center
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-Midnight
Visit Our Exhibitors and enjoy
coffee, sandwiches, and snacks.
AUDIO TAPES
Again this year we anticipate audio cassette tape
orders in excess of 15,000 individual tapes. Please
help us by submitting your order(s) as early as
possible. All lectures and classes will be taped. Tapes
may be purchased immediately following each
session from Gaylor MultiMedia, Inc. in the Tyler
Campus Center. During lecture week you may also
order from an on-campus phone by calling extension
6369. To order tapes following lecture week, contact:
David Gaylor
Gaylor MultiMedia, Inc.
3026 Owen Drive,
Suite 108
Antioch, Tennessee 37013
(615) 641-6411 • Fax (615) 641-6412
www.gayloronline.com
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Thursday, May 6
Title: The Hinge of Her History: Sarah and the
Phases of Faith
Teacher: Latayne Scott, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Place: KSC130
Title: "Can You Hear Me Now?"
My Real Life of Prayer (In Progress)
Teachers: Emily Y. Lemley
Westlake Village, California
Stacy Rouse, Malibu, California
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: My Beloved Wife: A Life Remembered
(Part Two: Something to Hold On To)
Teacher: John W. Smith, Huntsville, Alabama
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: A Mission Strategy for the South Pacific
(When the Americans Go Home,
What Next?)
Teacher: Leon O'Flynn, Auckland, New Zealand
Place: CAC 204
Title: Fasting in a Fast-Food Culture:
The Lost Practice of Spiritual Disciplines
Teacher: Brian Sandine, San Leandro, California
Place: CAC 214
Title: Thomas a' Kempis and The Imitation
of Christ
(From the Shedding of Self to Gift Shop
Trinkets)
Teacher: Sean Niestrath, Kalamazoo, Michigan
Place: CAC 301
Title: God's Missing and They Think We've
Got Him
(Learning to Live From the Inside Out)
Teacher: Don Smith, Beamsville, Ontario, Canada
Place: CAC 302
9:45 a.m. Classes
Title: Got Change? - Managing Change in
our Congregations and Our Lives
(Part Two: What Moses Knew that We
Have to Learn)
Teacher: Jeff Walling, Charlotte, North Carolina
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Can the Church Be Saved?
(Rescuing God's People from Their
Institutional Captivity)
Teachers: Rubel Shelly, Nashville, Tennessee
John O. York, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: Are We Securing our Identity or
Identifying Our Security?
(Part Two: Keeping Our Identity and
Embracing Change: Can We Do Both?)
Moderator: Randy Lowry, Westlake Village, California
Panelists: Milton Jones, Seattle, Washington
Rhonda Lowry, Westlake Village, California
Prentice Meador, Dallas, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Down in the River to Pray
(Rediscovering Baptism as God's
Transforming Work)
Teachers: John Mark Hicks, Nashville, Tennessee
Greg Taylor, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Public, Private or Home Schooling:
Three Christian Couples Offer Three
Different Perspectives
Teachers: Scott & Kim Lambert, Malibu, California
Tim & Lucy Perrin, Malibu, California
Andy & Carrie Wall, Agoura Hills,
California
Place: AMB105
Title: Shoes: The Story of a Girl Who Lost Her
Battle with Cancer but Won Her Battle
With Faith
(Part One: The Fight for Life)
Teacher: Chris Goldman, Rancho Cordova,
California
Singers: Ike Graul & Enter-Praise, Portland, Oregon
Place: AMB 220
Title: With Jesus in Our "Furnaces" of Life
(A Personal Testimony of Rearing Children
with Special Needs)
Teachers: Kevin & Kamy Bibbee
Woodbury, Minnesota
Place: AC 205
Title: Shepherd Leadership: Wisdom for
Leaders from Psalm 23
Teachers: David Davenport, Malibu, California
Blaine McCormick, Waco, Texas
Place: AC 210
Title: Good to Great Churches — Looking for
Inspiration?
(Three Things Every Church Leader Needs
to Know About Leading a Church from
Good to Great!)
Teacher: Nathan Mellor, Hixson, Tennessee
Place: AC 244
9:45 a.m. Classes continued on page 16
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Thursday, May 6
Title: Face to Face with Jesus
(Meeting Jesus Through the Eyes of Others)
Teacher: Rick Marrs, Thousand Oaks, California
Place: AC 245
Title: There Are More Churches of Christ in
Africa Than in America
(The Impact of Christian Africa on World
Missions)
Teachers: Washington & Alice Mhlanga
Harare, Zimbabwe, Africa
Place: KSC110
Title: Abstinence is Not a Four-letter Word!
And Neither is Sex!
(How to Talk to Kids About Sexuality:
It's Not Too Soon, It's Not Too Late)
Teachers: Karl & Shannon Wendt, Joplin Missouri
Place: KSC 130
Title: Spiritual Identity: Responding to the
Call of God
Teacher: D'Esta Love, Malibu, California
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: The Role of Women in the Assembly
(Part One: The Historical Context of the
New Testament Church)
Teacher: Everett Ferguson, Abilene, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: When God Reigns: Studies in the
Parables of Jesus
Teacher: Michael Moss, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: CAC 204
Title: Wounded Healer: How Suffering Made
Me a Better Minister
(Reflections on the Death of My Son)
Teacher: Rusty Tugman, Norman, Oklahoma
Place: CAC 214
Title: Living in Tents: Staying Just Comfortable
Enough on Earth to Feel Perfectly
Comfortable in Heaven
Teacher: Shawn Fowler, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Place: CAC 301
Title: A Spiritual Treatment for the Blues
(The Pastoral Significance of the Book of
Lamentations)
Teacher: John Siburt, Richardson, Texas
Place: CAC 302
11:00 a.m. Main Lecture
Title: "Train Yourself to Be Godly"
(1 Timothy 4:6-10)
Speaker: Shon Smith, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Song Leader: Rick Johnson, Antioch, California
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
12:00-1:30 Luncheon Programs
Speakers:
Place:
Speakers:
Place:
Speaker:
Place:
Campus Ministries
Dean Barham, Lubbock, Texas
Scott Lambert, Malibu, California
Hahn Fireside Room
Leaven (A Publication of Ministry
for Churches of the Restoration Heritage)
Stuart & D'Esta Love, Malibu, California
Lee & Pat Magness
Milligan College,Tennessee
Faculty Dining Room
MANNA International
Kevin McFarland, Redwood City, California
Outdoor Patio (West End)
Singles' Ministries
Anthony Fischetto, Reading, Pennsylvania
Jim Miller, Melbourne, Florida
rcc 107
Speakers:
Place:
For luncheons in Heritage Hall and Tennis Pavilion see page 4.
2:00 p.m. Classes
Title: I Tell You a Mystery: Life, Death, and
Eternity
(Part Two: What is Hell Really Like?)
Teacher: Joe Beam, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Plank-Walking Truths:
What Christians Ultimately Believe
(Part Two: What We Believe About Jesus)
Teacher: Mike Cope, Abilene, Texas
Singers: The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: Zuzu's Petals: Our Wonderful Life
With God
Teacher: Billy Wilson, Glasgow, Scotland
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Awakening to the Spirit's Transformation
Within
(Part Two: Allowing the Work of God to
Interpret the Word of God)
Teacher: Rhonda Lowry, Westlake Village, California
Place: Stauffer Chapel
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Thursday, May 6
*
Title: Please Listen to Me!
(Part One: Communication-Busters)
Teachers: Jerry & Lynn Jones, St. Charles, Missouri
Place: AMB105
Title: Introducing the Unchurched to
Christianity
(How the Alpha Course Has Been an
Important Tool in Our Evangelism Toolbox)
Teacher: Troy Hodgson, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Place: AMB 220
Title: Homeland Security
(How to Security-Proof Your Home
From the Greatest Threat Known to
Mankind)
Teacher: T. J. Haygood, Fairfax, Virginia
Place: AC 205
Title: "My Grace is Sufficient for You, for My
Power is Made Perfect in Weakness"
(Confronting Spiritual Reality)
Teacher: Andrea Hendley, Tucson, Arizona
Place: AC 210
Title: Reading, Writing, and Reconciliation
(Getting Along in a Climate of Change)
Teacher: Mike Westerfield, Rochester, Michigan
Place: AC 244
Difficult Texts in I Timothy
Title: "I Do Not Permit A Woman to Teach...
She Must Be Silent" (1 Timothy 2:12-15)
Teacher: Ira Jolivet, Thousand Oaks, California
Place: AC 245
Title: The Cries of an Abandoned City:
Answering the Call to Serve the Urban
Community
Teachers: Cheryl Frost, Trenton, Michigan
Emma Mullens, Detroit, Michigan
Leon Mullens, Detroit, Michigan
Place: KSC110
Title: Shadow & Light: The Unbearable
Lightness of Seeing
(Incarnational Reading for a Life of Faith)
Teachers: Darryl Tippens, Malibu, California
Steve Weathers, Abilene, Texas
Place: KSC 130
Title: Decades of Destiny: The History of
Churches of Christ from 1900 to 2000
Moderator: Lindy Adams, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Panelists: Mike Casey, Malibu, California
Richard Hughes, Malibu, California
Steven Lemley, Westlake Village, California
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
2:00 p.m. Classes continued on page 18
An Evening Lecture in Firestone Fieldhouse 17
Thursday, May 6
Title: Longing for a Homeland
(The Search for a Sense of Belonging)
Teacher: Lynn Anderson, San Antonio, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: The Secret of the Fruit Tree
(The Problem in Instant Gratification)
Teacher: Jerry Hodge, Shreveport, Louisiana
Place: CAC 204
Title: At the Crossroads of Christianity
and Culture
(Becoming a Church that Offers Meaning
to Our Cities and Our Universities)
Teacher: Jason Locke, Morgantown, West Virginia
Place: CAC 214
Title: Medical Science, Male Sexuality, and
Pornography
(Understanding the Dangers and Bringing
Healing)
Teachers: Jim Hendley, Tucson, Arizona
Timothy Jang, St. Louis, Missouri
Place: CAC 301
Title: Don't Know Much About History?
(Part One: Reviewing 70 Years of
Rapprochement Between A Capella
Churches of Christ and Conservative
Christian Churches 1933 -2004)
Teacher: Victor Knowles, Joplin, Missouri
Place: CAC 302
3:15 p.m. Classes
Title: Things Unseen: Churches of Christ in
(and after) the Modern Age
(Part Two: Dilemma - A Modern Church
after the Modern Age)
Teacher: Leonard Allen, Siloam Springs, Arkansas
Place: Firestone Field-house
Title: Three Theological Explosions
(Part Two: The Explosion of Experience)
Teacher: Randy Harris, Abilene, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: "I Lift Up My Eyes to the Hills"
(The Spirit of Joyful Song)
Singers: The McCoy Family Singers, Merkel, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Telling the Old, Old Story in New,
New Ways
Teacher: Ken Durham, Malibu, California
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title:
Teachers:
Place:
Title:
Teacher:
Place:
Title:
Moderator:
Panelists:
Place:
Title:
Teachers:
Place:
Title:
Teacher:
Place:
Title:
Teacher:
Place:
Title:
Teachers:
Place:
Title:
Teachers:
Place:
When Your Ministry Becomes Your
Mistress
(The Danger of Diverting Passion from
God and Spouse . . . and the Road to
Unfaithfulness)
Jim & Laura Reppart
Pateros, Washington
AMB 105
Eight Strategic Things Your Church Can
Do Right Now to Move Ahead Without
Breaking Up
Ronnie Norman, Sugar Land, Texas
AMB 220
Good Ministers of Jesus Christ:
A Symposium on Ministry Themes
in 1 Timothy
(Hosted by Leaven Journal)
Stuart Love, Agoura Hills, California
James Freie, Lancaster, California
Lee Magness, Milligan College, Tennessee
Pat Magness, Milligan College, Tennessee
Mary Ellen Pereira, Seattle, Washington
AC 205
"As for Me and My House"
(The Purpose-Driven Family)
Vincent & Kathleen Hawkins
Los Angeles, California
AC 210
The Graying of the Flock: A New Model
for Ministry
James Knapp, Durant, Oklahoma
AC 244
Worship Changes in Churches of Christ
from 1980 to the Present
Torn Olbricht, South Berwick, Maine
AC 245
"You Are The Light of the World . . . "
(Letting Your Light Shine in the Workplace)
Crystal Guy, Los Angeles, California
Anita Johnson, Salinas, California
KSC 110
Our Current Revolution in Preaching
and the Image of Hope
Dave Bland, Memphis, Tennessee
David Fleer, Rochester Hills, Michigan
KSC 130
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Thursday, May 6
Title: The Girlfriend's Guide to Midlife
(Finding God's Purpose in the Better
Half of Life)
Teachers: Philis Boultinghouse & Chrys Howard
West Monroe, Louisiana
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: Inspired Marks of the True Church
(Part Two: Glory in Christ Jesus)
Teacher: Edward Fudge, Houston, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: All Work and No Pray
(Recapturing a Sense of Calling in
Your Career)
Teacher: Bert Reynolds, Little Rock, Arkansas
Place: CAC 204
Title: A Healthy Model for a New Kind of
Restoration (Applying God-Ordained
Principles of Unity, Grace and Liberty
within our Restoration Heritage)
Teachers: Steve Puckett, Melbourne, Florida
Mark Smith, Winter Haven, Florida
Place: CAC 214
Title: The Kind of Worship God Wants —
Rite or Right?
Teacher: David Young, Overland Park, Kansas
Place: CAC 301
Title: Singles in God's World: He Has a Plan
for You
(Discovering Your Purpose on This Earth)
Teachers: Anthony Fischetto, Reading, Pennsylvania
Jim Miller, Melbourne, Florida
Place: CAC 302
4:30 p.m. Dinner Program
Friends of Pepperdine
Speakers: Andy Benton, Malibu, California
Jeff Walling, Charlotte, North Carolina
Place: Rockwell Dining Center
Please purchase tickets ($9.95) in advance at Ticket Sales tables.
6:15 p.m. Songfest
Song Leaders: Ken Young & the Hallal Singers
Franklin, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Title: "Godliness with Contentment is
Great Gain"
(1 Timothy 6:3-10)
Speaker: Don McLaughlin, Atlanta, Georgia
Song Leader: Ken Young, Franklin, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Title: He Reigns!
(A Contemporary Worship Experience)
Singers: Richland Hills Praise Team
Fort Worth, Texas
Director: Ryan Christian, Fort Worth, Texas
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: "When the Music Fades"
(An Experience in Worship)
Singers: The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee
Director: Brandon Scott Thomas, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: "Come, Let Us Worship Together"
(The Praise of Joyful Hearts)
Singers: College Church Worship Team
Fresno, California
Director: Sandra Henderson, Fresno, California
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: The Greatest Ministry of All: More
Sundays with Scottie
Teachers: Milton Jones, Seattle, Washington
Todd Lollar, Grapevine, Texas
Singers: Northwest Worship Team
Seattle, Washington
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: The Church of Oprah: How to Reach
Postmoderns on Sunday Mornings
(Part Three: Reaching Those Who Do
Like God)
Teacher: Chris Altrock, Memphis, Tennessee
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Drama: "The Hand of God"
(A One-Act Play)
Actors: Visions, Cascade College, Portland, Oregon
Director: Brian Simmons, Portland, Oregon
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: When We Are Gathered to Meet Him
(A Scriptural Alternative to the "Left
Behind" Series)
Teacher: Lynn Mitchell, Houston, Texas
Place: AC 245
Pie and Coffee will be served in the Rockwell Dining Center
and in the Howard A. White Center each evening from
8:30-11:30. Proceeds will benefit the Associated Women for
Pepperdine Scholarship Fund..
DON'T MISS OUR IMPORTANT EXHIBITORS!
The exhibitors are located in the Howard A. White Center,
the Student Lounge, the Tyler Campus Center (near the
campus bookstore), and the lobby of Firestone Fieldhouse.
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The Family Builders Series
THE FAMILY BUILDERS SERIES IS CO-SPONSORED BY
PEPPERDINE'S CENTER FOR THE FAMILY AND THE CHURCH RELATIONS OFFICE
Wednesday, May 5, 8:30 a.m.
Title: Prayer: It's Not Just for Bedtime Anymore
(Teaching Children to Have a 24/7 Prayer Walk)
Teachers: Garry & Gini Bortz, Campbell, California
Wednesday, May 5, 9:45 a.m.
Title: Nurturing Spirituality in Intergenerational Settings
(Spiritual Formation in Children)
Teacher: Holly Allen, Siloam Springs
Wednesday, May 5, 2:00 p.m.
Title: Avoiding a Blueprint for Disaster
(Affair-Proofing Your Marriage)
Teachers: Jerry & Lynn Jones, St. Charles, Missouri
Wednesday, May 5, 3:15 p.m.
Title: A Marriage Remade in Heaven
Teachers: Jimmy & Gail Sportsman, Ruidoso, New Mexico
Title: Renewed By the Spirit: Keeping Marriage
Partners Spiritually Alive
Teachers: Jim & Carolyn Hawkins, Delta, BC, Canada
Title: My Nest Emptied Last Fall
(A Journey Through the Second Half of Life)
Teacher: Carol Manley, Sugar Land, Texas
Thursday, May 6, 8:30 a.m.
Title: How to Help Children Know if They are
Lost or Safe (A Salvation Lesson to Help Kids
and Parents Know When the Time is Right)
Teachers: Garry & Gini Bortz, Campbell, California
Title: A Stranger in Our House: Addiction,
Mental Illness and the Family
Teachers: Virgil & Caryl Fry, Houston, Texas
Thursday, May 6, 9:45 a.m.
Title: Public, Private or Home Schooling
Teachers: Scott & Kim Lambert, Malibu, California
Tim & Lucy Perrin, Malibu, California
Andy & Carrie Wall, Agoura Hills, California
Title: With Jesus in Our "Furnaces" of Life
(A Personal Testimony of Rearing Children
with Special Needs)
Teachers: Kevin & Kamy Bibbee, Woodbury, Minnesota
Title: Abstinence is Not a Four-letter Word!
Neither is Sex! (Talking with Kids about
Sexuality: It's Not Too Soon, It's Not Too Late)
Teachers: Karl & Shannon Wendt
Thursday, May 6, 2:00 p.m.
Title: Please Listen to Me!
(Part One: Communication-Busters)
Teachers: Jerry & Lynn Jones, St. Charles, Missouri
Title: Homeland Security (How to Security-Proof Your
Home From the Greatest Threat Known to Mankind)
Teacher: T. J. Haygood, Fairfax, Virginia
Thursday, May 6, 3:15 p.m.
Title: When Your Ministry Becomes Your Mistress
(The Danger of Diverting Passion from God and
Spouse . . . and the Road to Unfaithfulness)
Teachers: Jim & Laura Reppart, Pateros, Washington
Title: "As for Me and My House"
(The Purpose-Driven Family)
Teachers: Vincent & Kathleen Hawkins, Los Angeles, California
Friday, May 7, 8:30 a.m.
Title: Building Parent/Child Relationship Clubs
Teachers: Garry & Gini Bortz, Campbell, California
Donna McKenzie, Campbell, California
Title: Priceless! For Everything Else There's MasterCare
(An Ephesians Look at Relationships)
Teacher: Elaine Denman, Virginia Beach, Virginia
Title: A Stranger in Our House: Addiction,
Mental Illness and the Family
Teachers: Virgil & Caryl Fry, Houston, Texas
Friday, May 7, 9:45 a.m.
Title: Public, Private or Home Schooling
Teachers: Scott & Kim Lambert, Malibu, California
Tim & Lucy Perrin, Malibu, California
Andy & Carrie Wall, Agoura Hills, California
Title: Cry of the Innocents: The Great Moral Issue
of Our Age (Championing a Pro-Life Message
in Your Church)
Teacher: Jeff Hicks, Tigard, Oregon
Title: Abstinence is Not a Four-letter Word!
And Neither is Sex! (Talking with Kids about
Sexuality: It's Not Too Soon, It's Not Too Late)
Teacher: Karl & Shannon Wendt
Luncheon Program
Center for the Family at Pepperdine University
Speakers: Joe Beam, Nashville, Tennessee
Dennis Lowe, Malibu, California
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Friday, May 7, 2:00 p.m.
Title: Please Listen to Me! (Communication-Busters)
Teachers: Jerry & Lynn Jones, St. Charles, Missouri
Title: Homeland Security (How to Security-Proof Your
Home From the Greatest Threat Known to Mankind)
Teacher: T. J. Haygood, Fairfax, Virginia
Friday, May 7, 3:15 p.m.
Title: When Your Ministry Becomes Your Mistress
(The Danger of Diverting Passion from God and
Spouse . . . and the Road to Unfaithfulness)
Teachers: Jim & Laura Reppart, Pateros, Washington
Title: Homes That Last: Jesus' Message to Families Today
Teacher: Gene Shelburne, Lubbock, Texas
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Bible Lectures Planner
TUESDAY, MAY 4
4:15 p.m. Dinner Programs
Q Associated Women for Pepperdine Dinner, Jeanene Reese
Q Opening Night Men's Dinner, Jack Reese
6:15 p.m. Songfest
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Q "Christ Jesus Came Into the World to Save Sinners,"
Mark Love
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Q "Ancient Future," The ZOE Group
Q "All Rise to Meet Your God," Won By One
Q The Greatest Ministry..., Milton Jones & The Northwest
Worship Team
Q The Church of Oprah, Chris Altrock
Q "The Hand of God," Visions
[_J When We Are Gathered to Meet Him, Lynn Mitchell
WEDNESDAY, MAY 5
7-8:00 a.m. Breakfast Programs
fjj World Bible School, John Reese & Tex Williams
rj Pepperdine Religion Major Alumni, Randy Chesnutt &
Mike Sanders
Q Hispanic Ministries & Outreach, Tomas Allen & Carlos
Gonzales
7:30-8:15 a.m. Morning Praise
8:30 a.m. Classes
r_J Overcoming the Sin That Has Overtaken You,
Don McLaughlin, Atlanta, Georgia
Q The Doctor Will See You Now, Rick Atchley
Q Leaving the Land We Know, Doug Foster, Randy Harris &
Mark Love
Q Pay it Forward, Chris Seidman
Qj Militant Jihad, Glover Shipp
Q Dynamic Discipleship, David Owens
Qj Prayer: It's Not Just for Bedtime Anymore
Garry & Gini Bortz
[_j Does Anybody Really Know What Time It Is?
Brenda Poarch
Q Samuel Robert Cassius, Edward Robinson
Q The Mystery of Godliness is Great, Ken Cukrowski
Q Emptying to Full Measure, Alexander & Eleni Melirrytos
Q The Hinge of Her History, Latayne Scott
Q The Kingdom of God is Here, Emely Y. Lemley & Stacy
Rouse
Q My Beloved Wife, John W. Smith
Q The Right Place, Benny Baker & Porfirio Molina
Q C.P.R. for the Christian Soul, Ross Cochran
Q Reshaping the Self, Daniel Napier
Qj Learning How to Live Within God's Story..., Curt Sparks
9:45 a.m. Classes
r_) Got Change? Jeff Walling
Q Can the Church Be Saved? Rubel Shelly & John O. York
Q Are We Securing Our Identity? Randy Lowry & Jack Reese
Q Down in the River to Pray, John Mark Hicks & Greg Taylor
Qj You are the Potter, I am the Clay, Linda Truschke
Q The Spiritual Church, Tim & Emily Spivey
Q Nurturing Spirituality..., Holly Allen
Q Raising Up Leaders..., Mike & Jeannie Cagle
Q "In the World but Not of the World," Brad Cheves
Q Face to Face with Jesus, Rick Marrs
Q From Brokenness to Usefulness, Doris Clark & Amanda
Madrid
Q Come to the Quiet, Charme Robarts
Q Unfinished Reconciliation, Ken Greene
Q Preaching Between Gospel and Culture, Jeff Christian
Q What's Lost, What's Left, What's Possible, Kay Cox
Q The Gift of Wounded-Healing, Steve Sikes
Q Choosing Life Beyond the Wilderness, Tim Willis
Q "Life is Hard. Life is Blessed!" Mike Myers
11:00 a.m. Main Lecture
fj "That We May Live ...," Rubel Shelly
12-1:30 p.m. Luncheon Programs
fj Youth Workers, Jack Williamson & Matt McMillon
Q World Christian Broadcasting Leon O'Flynn &
Maurice Hall
Q Harding Graduate School of Religion, Dave Bland
Qj World English Institute, Dick Ady
Q Howard Publishing Company, Mark Frost
Q True Lift, Tennis Pavilion
2:00 p.m. Classes
Q I Tell You a Mystery, Joe Beam
Q Plank-Walking Truths, Mike Cope
fj Zuzu's Petals, Billy Wilson
Q Awakening to the Spirit's Transformation, Rhonda Lowry
Q Avoiding a Blueprint for Disaster, Jerry & Lynn Jones
Q Are More Churches Needed? YES! Joe Hays
Q The Blessings & Curses..., Brian Simmons
Q Being a Light..., Hilary Rushford & August West
Q Living a Worthy Life, Nancy Ferguson
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rj "I Do Not Permit a Woman..." Michael Moss
Q The Cries of a Hurting City, Lanny Tucker
Q Shadow & Light, Darryl Tippens & Steve Weathers
Q Decades of Destiny, Lindy Adams & Panelists
Q Longing for a Homeland, Lynn Anderson
Q The Cosmic Quilt, David Holmes
Q "That I Might Win Some," James Thompson
Q Religion and Science..., Dwayne Simmons
Qj Wing Whispers, Curtis Shelburne
3:15 p.m. Classes
Q Things Unseen, Leonard Allen
Q Three Theological Explosions, Randy Harris
[_J "Take my Voice and Let Me Sing," Greg Boyle
Qj Telling the Old,Old Story..., Ken Durham
Q A Marriage Remade in Heaven, Jimmy & Gail Sportsman
Q Nadab & Abihu, Glenn Pemberton
Qj Good Ministers of Jesus..., Stuart Love & Panelists
Q Renewed By the Spirit, Jim & Carolyn Hawkins
Q Neo-Charismatics..., Tom Olbricht
Q A Moving Experience, Bonnie Miller Jane Harris &
August West
Q Our Current Revolution..., Dave Bland & David Fleer
Q My Nest Emptied Last Fall, Carol Manley
l_] Inspired Marks..., Edward Fudge
Qj "Worthy is the Lamb..." Steve Raine
Q Paul Said: "Preach the Word..." Glenn Newton
Q Manna Every Morning, John Wright
Q Have You Read a Good Book Lately? Carolyn Thompson
4:30 p.m. Dinner Programs
Q Appreciation Dinner, Stuart & D'Esta Love
6:15 p.m. Songfest
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Q "The Mystery of Godliness is Great," Billy Wilson
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Q "The Power of Praise," Mark Campbell
Q "Come Into His Presence with Singing"
Ken Young & The Hallal Singers
Q "I Will Give Thanks..." The McCoy Family Singers
Q The Greatest Ministry..., Milton Jones
Qj The Church of Oprah, Chris Altrock
Q "Resting in His Presence," Living Water
Q When We Are Gathered to Meet Him, Lynn Mitchell
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THURSDAY, MAY 1
7-8:00 a.m. Breakfast Programs
Q| Eastern European Mission, Frank Farr & Igor Kozlovsky
Q Let's Start Talking, Mark & Sherrylee Woodward
Q Christian Heritage Gardens, Randy Lowry
7:30-8:15 a.m. Morning Praise
8:30 a.m. Classes
Q Winning the War Against Shame, Don McLaughlin
Q The Doctor Will See You Now, Rick Atchley
Q Leaving the Land we Know, Doug Foster,
Randy Harris & Mark Love
Q Pay It Forward, Chris Seidman
Q Are Churches of Christ..., Ross Thomson & Panelists
Q The Divine Revolution, Wade Hodges
Q How to Help Children Know . . . Garry & Gini Bortz
Q Secrets of the Divine Sisterhood, Gail Matthews
Q A Stranger in Our House, Virgil & Caryl Fry
Q The Mystery of Godliness is Great, Ken Cukrowski
Q How We Became Christians..., Kristofor & Andoneta
Findiku
Q The Hinge of Her History, Latayne Scott
Q The Kingdom of God is Here, Emily Y. Lemley
& Stacy Rouse
Q My Beloved Wife, John W. Smith
Q A Mission Strategy..., Leon O'Flynn
Q Fasting in a Fast-Food Culture, Brian Sandine
Q Thomas a' Kempis..., Sean Niestrath
Q God's Missing..., Don Smith
9:45 a.m. Classes
Q God Change? Jeff Walling
Q Can the Church Be Saved? Rubel Shelly & John O. York
Q Are We Securing our Identity ?, Randy Lowry & Panelists
Q Down in the River to Pray, John Mark Hicks & Greg Taylor
Q Public, Private or Home..., Lamberts, Perrins & Walls
Q Shoes: The Story of a Girl..., Chris Goldman
Q With Jesus in Our "Furnaces," Kevin & Kamy Bibbee
Q Shepherd Leadership, David Davenport &
Blaine McCormick
Q Good to Great Churches, Nathan Mellor
Q Face to Face with Jesus, Rick Marrs
Q There Are More Churches..., Washington & Alice Mhlanga
Q Abstinence is Not..., Karl & Shannon Wendt
Q Spiritual Identity, D'Esta Love
Bible Lectures Planner
Q The Role of Women..., Everett Ferguson
Qj When God Reigns, Michael Moss
Qj Wounded Healer, Rusty Tugman
Qj Living in Tents, Shawn Fowler
Q A Spiritual Treatment..., John Siburt
11:00 a.m. Main Lecture
Q "Train Yourself to Be Godly," Shon Smith
12-1:30 p.m. Luncheon Programs
Q Campus Ministries, Dean Barham & Scott Lambert
Q Leaven, Lee & Pat Magness, Stuart & D'Esta Love
Q MANNA International, Kevin McFarland
Q Singles Ministries, Anthony Fischetto & Jim Miller
Q 21st Century Christian, Phil Ware
Qj Won By One, Tennis Pavilion
2:00 p.m. Classes
Q I Tell You a Mystery, Phil War
Q Plank-Walking Truths, Mike Cope
Q Zuzu's Petals, Billy Wilson
Q Awakening to the Spirit's Transformation, Rhonda Lowry
Q Please Listen to Me! Jerry & Lynn Jones
Q Introducing the Un-Churched..., Troy Hodgson
Q Homeland Security, T.J. Haygood
Qj "My Grace is Sufficient..." Andrea Hendley
Q Reading, Writing, and Reconciliation, Mike Westerfield
Q "I Do Not Permit a Woman..." Ira Jolivet
Q The Cries of an Abandoned City, Cheryl Frost,
Emma Mullens & Leon Mullens
Q Shadow & Light, Darryl Tippens & Steve Weathers
Q Decades of Destiny, Lindy Adams & Panelists
Q Longing for a Homeland, Lynn Anderson
[_j The Secret of the Fruit Tree, Jerry Hodge
Q At the Crossroads of Christianity, Jason Locke
Q Medical Science..., Jim Hendley & Tim Jang
Q Don't Know Much About History? Victor Knowles
3:15 p.m. Classes
Q Things Unseen, Leonard Allen
Qj Three Theological Explosions, Randy Harris
Q "I Will Give Thanks..." The McCoy Family Singers
Q Telling the Old, Old Story..., Ken Durham
Qj When Your Ministry..., Jim & Laura Reppart
Q Eight Strategic Things..., Ronnie Norman
Q| Good Ministers of Jesus..., Stuart Love & Panelists
Q "As for Me..." Vincent & Kathleen Hawkins
Q The Graying of the Flock, James Knapp
[_J Worship Changes..., Tom Olbricht
Q "You Are the Light of the World...," Crystal Guy & Anita
Johnson
Qj Our Current Revolution..., Dave Bland & David Fleer
Q The Girlfriend's Guide..., Philis Boultinghouse &
Chrys Howard
Q Inspired Marks..., Edward Fudge
Q All Work and No Pray, Bert Reynolds
Qj A Healthy Model..., Steve Puckett & Mark Smith
Q The Kind of Worship..., David Young
Q Singles in God's World, Anthony Fischetto & Jim Miller
4:30 p.m. Dinner Program
Q Friends of Pepperdine, Jeff Walling
6:15 p.m. Songfest
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Qj "Godliness with Contentment..." Don McLaughlin
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Q He Reigns! Richland Hills Praise Team
Q "When the Music Fades" The ZOE Group
Q "Come, Let Us Worship..." College Church Worship Team
Q The Greatest Ministry..., Milton Jones
Qj The Church of Oprah, Chris Altrock
Q "The Hand of God" Visions
Qj When We Are Gathered to Meet Him, Lynn Mitchell
FRIDAY, MAY 2
7-8:00 a.m. Breakfast Programs
Q Africans Claiming Africa, Glenn Boyd & Sam Shewmaker
Q Church Plantings, Stan Granberg & Kevin Woods
Q Western Christian College, Carolyn McMillan
7:30-8:15 a.m. Morning Praise
8:30 a.m. Classes
Q Taking Recovery in Christ..., Don McLaughlin
Q The Doctor Will See You Now, Rick Atchley
Q Leaving the Land We Know, Doug Foster
Qj Pay It Forward, Chris Seidman
Q Are Churches of Christ..., Ross Thomson & Panelists
Qj The Divine Revolution, Wade Hodges
Q Building Parent/Child Relationship Clubs,
Garry & Gini Bortz, Donna McKenzie
Q Priceless!, Elaine Denman
Q A Stranger in Our House, Virgil & Caryl Fry
Q The Mystery of Godliness, Ken Cukrowski
Q Finding the Heart of God..., Peter Clark
Q The Hinge of Her History, Latayne Scott
Q The Christian's Secret..., Helen Young
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Q My Beloved Wife, John W. Smith
Q The Children of Culture, Ervin Jackson
Q "Remember the Sabbath ..." Todd Bouldin
Q Suspicion..., Chad Smith
Q Road Rage..., Greg York
9:45 a.m. Classes
Q Got Change? Jeff Walling
Q Can the Church Be Saved? Rubel Shelly & John O. York
Q Are We Securing Our Identity? Randy Lowry & Panelists
Q Down in the River to Pray, John Mark Hicks & Greg Taylor
Q Public, Private or Home..., Lamberts, Perrins & Walls
Q Shoes: The Story of a Girl..., Chris Goldman
Q Cry of the Innocents, Jeff Hicks
Q Shepherd Leadership, David Davenport
& Elaine McCormick
(_) Learning to Speak..., Greg Anderson
Q Face to Face with Jesus, Rick Marrs
Qj Feeling Better, Jimmy & Jacqui Hurd
Q Abstinence is Not..., Karl & Shannon Wendt
Q Spiritual Identity, D'Esta Love
Q The Role of Women..., Everett Ferguson
Q Desperately Seeking..., Bobby Valentine
Qj Is It the Oil..., Mike Crowley
Q I'm Going to Heaven!! Doug Hall
Q Praise Ascending..., Steve McMillan
11:00 a.m. Main Lecture
Qj "Fight the Good Fight..." Kevin Withem
12-1:30 p.m. Luncheon Programs
Q Cascade College, Stephen Eck & Dennis Lynn
Q Center for the Family, Joe Beam & Dennis Lowe
Q Rochester College, Mike Westerfield & David Fleer
Q China for Christ, David Bearden & Thomas Peng
Q Restoration Quarterly, Robert Hull
Q Voces, Tennis Pavilion
2:00 p.m. Classes
Qj I Tell You a Mystery, Joe Beam
Q Plank-Walking Truths, Mike Cope
Q Zuzu's Petals, Billy Wilson
Q Awakening to the Spirit's Transformation, Rhonda Lowry
Q Please Listen to Me! Jerry & Lynn Jones
Q "I Was Hungry ..." Dwight Robarts
Q Homeland Security, T.J. Haygood
Q "When I am Weak..." Whitney Wall
Q The Progress of the Gospel..., Ubert Yesudin
Q "Now the overseer..." James Thompson
Q The Cries of a Languid City, Leonard Jarman
Q Shadow & Light, Darryl Tippens & Steve Weathers
Q| Decades of Destiny, Lindy Adams & Panelists
Q Longing for a Homeland, Lynn Anderson
Q Questions Forged..., Mark Henry
Q Enhancing the Gospel..., David Bearden
Q Medical Science..., Jim Hendley & Tim Jang
Q Don't Know Much About History? Victor Knowles
3:15 p.m. Classes
Q Things Unseen, Leonard Allen
I_J Three Theological Explosions, Randy Harris
Q "Happy are Those..." College Church Worship Team
Qj Telling the Old, Old Story..., Ken Durham
Q When Your Ministry..., Jim & Laura Reppart
Qj Eight Strategic Things..., Ronnie Norman
Q Good Ministers of Jesus..., Stuart Love & Panelists
Qj Homes That Last, Gene Shelburne
Qj A Christian Retiree Embraces..., Jewell Clarkston
Qj Evangelism Changes..., Tom Olbricht
Qj Seeking Asylum..., Steven Clark Goad
Q Our Current Revolution..., Dave Bland & David Fleer
Q The Girlfriend's Guide..., Philis Boultinghouse
& Chrys Howard
Q Inspired Marks..., Edward Fudge
[_J God of Stars..., Mark Swan
Q A Healthy Model..., Steve Puckett & Mark Smith
Q The Kind of Worship..., David Young
4:30 p.m. Dinner Programs
Q Appreciation Dinner, James & Carolyn Thompson
6:15 p.m. Songfest
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Q "Take Hold of the Life..." Rick Atchley
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Q "The Power of Praise," Psallo
Q "Take My Voice..." First Colony Praise Team
Q "Lord, I Give You My Heart," True Lift
Q "Resting in His Presence," Living Water
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Friday, May 7
7:00-8:00 Breakfast Programs
Africans Claiming Africa
International Health Care Foundation
(African Christian Hospitals)
Speakers: Glenn Boyd, Searcy, Arkansas
Sam Shewmaker, Searcy, Arkansas
Place: Hahn Fireside Room
Church Plantings in the Northwest
Speakers: Stan Granberg, Portland, Oregon
Kevin Woods, Vancouver, Washington
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Western Christian College
Speaker: Carolyn McMillan
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada
Place: TCC107
7:30-8:15 Morning Praise
Singers: First Colony Praise Team
Teacher: Ronnie Norman, Sugar Land, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
8:30 a.m. Classes
Title: Taking Recovery in Christ to the Gates
of Hell (Part Three: Developing an
Effective Local Outreach through
Recovery Ministries)
Teacher: Don McLaughlin, Atlanta, Georgia
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: The Doctor Will See You Now
(Is There Still a Place in the Church
for a Ministry of Healing?)
Teacher: Rick Atchley, Fort Worth, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: Leaving the Land We Know
(The Church's Journey in God's Story)
Teachers: Doug Foster, Abilene, Texas
Randy Harris, Abilene, Texas
Mark Love, Abilene, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Pay It Forward: Forgiveness and Our Faith
Teacher: Chris Seidman, Farmers Branch, Texas
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Are Churches of Christ & Christian
Churches Evangelical?
(Part Two: The Contemporary Perspective)
Moderator: Ross Thomson, Houston, Texas
Panelists: William Baker, Cincinnati, Ohio
Robert Hull, Johnson City, Tennessee
Glenn Pemberton, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma
Place: AMB105
Title: The Divine Revolution
(Part Two: The Church and the
Kingdom of God)
Teacher: Wade Hodges, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Place: AMB 220
8:30 a.m. Classes continued on page 26
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Friday, May 7
Title: Building Parent/Child Relationship Clubs
(Parent Training & Relationship Building,
an Outreach All Rolled into One)
Teachers: Garry & Gini Bortz, Campbell, California
Donna McKenzie, Campbell, California
Place: AC 205
Title: Priceless! For Everything Else There's
MasterCare
(An Ephesians Look at Relationships)
Teacher: Elaine Denman, Virginia Beach, Virginia
Place: AC 210
Title: A Stranger in Our House: Addiction,
Mental Illness and the Family
Teachers: Virgil & Caryl Fry, Houston, Texas
Place: AC 244
Title: The Mystery of Godliness is Great
(An Expository Study of 1 Timothy)
Teacher: Ken Cukrowski, Abilene, Texas
Place: AC 245
Title: Finding the Heart of God in Psalm 15
(Pursuing the Life of Integrity)
Teacher: Peter Clark, Parkersburg, West Virginia
Place: KSC110
Title: The Hinge of Her History: Sarah and the
Phases of Faith
Teacher: Latayne Scott, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Place: KSC 130
Title: The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life
Teacher: Helen Young, Malibu, California
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: My Beloved Wife: A Life Remembered
(Part Three: Finishing the Course)
Teacher: John W. Smith, Huntsville, Alabama
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: The Children of Culture: The Power of
Prevailing Norms
(Church Leadership and the Challenge
of Change)
Teacher: Ervin Jackson, Sheffield, Alabama
Place: CAC 204
Title: "Remember the Sabbath Day to
Keep it Holy"
Teacher: Todd Bouldin, Camarillo, California
Place: CAC 214
Title: Suspicion & the Christian Imagination
(What the 21st Century Church Can Learn
From 19th Century Despisers of Faith)
Teacher: Chad Smith, Brookline, Massachusetts
Place: CAC 301
Title: Road Rage on the Straight and Narrow
Way? (Christians and the Spiritual Crisis
of Anger)
Teacher: Greg York, Indianapolis, Indiana
Place: CAC 302
9:45 a.m. Classes
Title: Got Change? - Managing Change in
Our Congregations and Our Lives
(Part Three: When Change Brings Conflict)
Teacher: Jeff Walling, Charlotte, North Carolina
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Can the Church Be Saved?
(Rescuing God's People from Their
Institutional Captivity)
Teachers: Rubel Shelly, Nashville, Tennessee
John O. York, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: Are We Securing Our Identity or
Identifying Our Security?
(Part Three: An Old Idea Creating a
Renewed Identity)
Moderator: Randy Lowry, Westlake Village, California
Panelists: Mark Love, Abilene, Texas
Prentice Meador, Dallas, Texas
Jimmy Sportsman, Ruidoso, New Mexico
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Down in the River to Pray
(Rediscovering Baptism as God's
Transforming Work)
Teachers: John Mark Hicks, Nashville, Tennessee
Greg Taylor, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Public, Private or Home Schooling:
Three Christian Couples Offer Three
Different Perspectives
Teachers: Scott & Kim Lambert, Malibu, California
Tim & Lucy Perrin, Malibu, California
Andy & Carrie Wall, Agoura Hills,
California
Place: AMB105
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Friday, May 7
Title: Shoes: The Story of a Girl Who Lost Her
Battle with Cancer but Won Her Battle
With Faith
(Part Two: The Fight for Faith)
Teacher: Chris Goldman,
Rancho Cordova California
Singers: Ike Graul & Enter-Praise, Portland, Oregon
Place: AMB 220
Title: Cry of the Innocents: The Great Moral
Issue of Our Age
(Championing a Pro-Life Message
in Your Church)
Teacher: Jeff Hicks, Tigard, Oregon
Place: AC 205
Title: Shepherd Leadership: Wisdom for
Leaders from Psalm 23
Teachers: David Davenport, Malibu, California
Elaine McCormick, Waco, Texas
Place: AC 210
Title: Learning to Speak Generation Language
Teacher: Greg Anderson, Huntsville, Alabama
Place: AC 244
Title: Face to Face with Jesus
(Meeting Jesus Through the Eyes of Others)
Teacher: Rick Marrs, Thousand Oaks, California
Place: AC 245
Title: Feeling Better - Living Longer
(Health, Wellness & the Church
Community)
Teachers: Jimmy & Jacqui Hurd
Southfield, Michigan
Place: KSC110
Title: Abstinence is Not a Four-Letter Word!
And Neither is Sex!
(Talking With Kids About Sexuality:
It's Not Too Soon, It's Not Too Late)
Teacher: Karl & Shannon Wendt, Joplin, Missouri
Place: KSC 130
Title: Spiritual Identity: Responding to the
Call of God
Teacher: D'Esta Love, Malibu, California
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: The Role of Women in the Assembly
(Part Two: Doctrinal Considerations)
Teacher: Everett Ferguson, Abilene, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: Desperately Seeking SPIRIT-uality
(Connecting with God's Refreshing Spirit)
Teacher: Bobby Valentine, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Place: CAC 204
Title: Is it the Oil, the Elders, or a Miracle?
(Learning to Pray Powerful Prayers from
James 5)
Teacher: Mike Crowley, Modesto, California
Place: CAC 214
Title: I'm Going to Heaven!!
(Why Am I Not More Excited?)
Teacher: Doug Hall, Fort Collins, Colorado
Place: CAC 301
Title: Praise Ascending from the Pits of Life
(Worship When Life Hurts)
Teacher: Steve McMillan, Yellowknife, NT, Canada
Place: CAC 302
11:00 a.m. Main Lecture
Title: "Fight the Good Fight of the Faith"
(1 Timothy 6:11-16)
Speaker: Kevin Withem, San Diego, California
Song Leader: Nick Smith, Stockton, California
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
12:00-1:30 Luncheon Programs
Cascade College
Speakers: Stephen Eck, Portland, Oregon
Dennis Lynn, Portland, Oregon
Place: Hahn Fireside Room
Center for the Family
at Pepperdine University
Speakers: Joe Beam, Nashville, Tennessee
Dennis Lowe, Malibu, California
Place: Faculty Dining Room
Rochester College
Speakers: Mike Westerfield, Rochester Hills, Michigan
David Fleer, Rochester Hills, Michigan
Place: Outdoor Patio (West End)
China for Christ
Speakers: David Bearden, Fullerton, California
Thomas Peng, Wuhan, China
Place: TCC107
For luncheons in Heritage Hall and Tennis Pavilion see page 4.
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2:00 p.m. Classes
Title: I Tell You a Mystery: Life, Death, and
Eternity
(Part Three: What is Heaven Really Like?)
Teacher: Joe Beam, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Plank-Walking Truths:
What Christians Ultimately Believe
(Part Three: What We Believe About the
Holy Spirit)
Teacher: Mike Cope, Abilene, Texas
Singers: The ZOE Group, Nashville, Tennessee
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: Zuzu's Petals: Our Wonderful Life
With God
Teacher: Billy Wilson, Glasgow, Scotland
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Awakening to the Spirit's Transformation
Within
(Part Three: Breaking the Addiction to
What Others Think of Me)
Teacher: Rhonda Lowry, Westlake Village, California
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: Please Listen to Me!
(Part Two: Communication-Builders)
Teachers: Jerry & Lynn Jones, St. Charles, Missouri
Place: AMB105
Title: "I Was Hungry and You Fed Me"
(With Christ in the Midst of Suffering
and Loss)
Teacher: Dwight Robarts, Dallas, Texas
Place: AMB 220
Title: Homeland Security
(How to Security-Proof Your Home
From the Greatest Threat Known to
Mankind)
Teacher: T.J. Haygood, Fairfax, Virginia
Place: AC 205
Title: "When I Am Weak, Then I Am Strong"
(Unleashing the Power of God in Your Life
to Share Your Story & to Save Lost Souls)
Teacher: Whitney Wall, Malibu, California
Place: AC 210
Title: The Amazing Progress of the Gospel
of Christ in India
Teacher: Ubert Yesudin
Madarapakkam, South India
Place: AC 244
Difficult Texts in 1 Timothy
Title: "Now the Overseer must be ... the
Husband of but one Wife"
(1 Timothy 3:2)
Teacher: James Thompson, Abilene, Texas
Place: AC 245
Title: The Cries of a Languid City: Answering
the Call to an Urban Spiritual Renewal
Teacher: Leonard Jarman, Lubbock, Texas
Place: KSC110
Title: Shadow & Light: The Unbearable
Lightness of Seeing
(Incarnational Reading for a Life of Faith)
Teachers: Darryl Tippens, Malibu, California
Steve Weathers, Abilene, Texas
Place: KSC 130
Title: Decades of Destiny: The History of
Churches of Christ from 1900 to 2000
Moderator: Lindy Adams, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Panelists: Mike Casey, Malibu, California
Richard Hughes, Malibu, California
Steven Lemley, Westlake Village, California
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: Longing for a Homeland
(The Search for a Sense of Belonging)
Teacher: Lynn Anderson, San Antonio, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: Questions Forged in the Crucible of Life
(Passionate Appeals to Jesus)
Teacher: Mark Henry, Anchorage, Alaska
Place: CAC 204
Title: Enhancing the Gospel Message
(Producing Drama & Film for Churches)
Teacher: David Bearden, Fullerton, California
Place: CAC 214
Title: Medical Science, Male Sexuality, and
Pornography (Understanding the Dangers
and Bringing Healing)
Teachers: Jim Hendley, Tucson Arizona
Timothy Jang, St. Louis, Missouri
Place: CAC 301
Title: Don't Know Much About History?
(Part Two: Reviewing 70 Years of
Rapprochement Between A Cappella
Churches of Christ and Conservative
Christian Churches—1933-2004)
Teacher: Victor Knowles, Joplin, Missouri
Place: CAC 302
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3:15 p.m. Classes
Title: Things Unseen: Churches of Christ in (and
after) The Modern Age
(Part Three: Prospect - Renewal for a
Post- Denominational Age)
Teacher: Leonard Allen, Siloam Springs, Arkansas
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
Title: Three Theological Explosions
(Part Three: The Explosion of Presence)
Teacher: Randy Harris, Abilene, Texas
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: "Happy Are Those Who Hear the Call"
Singers: College Church Worship Team
Director: Sandra Henderson, Fresno, California
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: Telling the Old, Old Story in New,
New Ways
Teacher: Ken Durham, Malibu, California
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Title: When Your Ministry Becomes Your
Mistress (The Danger of Diverting
Passion from God and Spouse . . .
and the Road to Unfaithfulness)
Teachers: Jim and Laura Reppart
Pateros, Washington
Place: AMB105
Title: Eight Strategic Things Your Church Can
Do Right Now to Move Ahead Without
Breaking Up
Teacher: Ronnie Norman, Sugar Land, Texas
Place: AMB 220
Title: Good Ministers of Jesus Christ:
A Symposium on Ministry Themes
in 1 Timothy (Hosted by Leaven Journal)
Moderator: Stuart Love, Agoura Hills, California
Panelists: James Freie, Lancaster, California
Lee Magness, Milligan College, Tennessee
Pat Magness, Milligan College, Tennessee
Mary Ellen Pereira, Seattle, Washington
Place: AC 205
Title: Homes That Last: Jesus' Message to
Families Today
Teacher: Gene Shelburne, Lubbock, Texas
Place: AC 210
Title: A Christian Retiree Embraces the Future
(Age Should Not Limit Our Dreams)
Teacher: Jewell Clarkston, Norman, Oklahoma
Place: AC 244
Title: Evangelism Changes in Churches of
Christ from T.B. Larimore to the
International Churches of Christ
Teacher: Tom Olbricht, South Berwick, Maine
Place: AC 245
Title: Seeking Asylum in the Savior
(What I've Learned Since We Last Met)
Teacher: Steven Clark Goad, Blythe, California
Place: KSC110
Title: Our Current Revolution in Preaching
and the Image of Hope
Teachers: Dave Bland, Memphis, Tennessee
David Fleer, Rochester Hills, Michigan
Place: KSC 130
Title: The Girlfriend's Guide to Midlife
(Finding God's Purpose in the
Better Half of Life)
Teachers: Philis Boultinghouse
West Monroe, Louisiana
Chrys Howard
West Monroe, Louisiana
Place: Raitt Recital Hall
Title: Inspired Marks of the True Church
(Part Three: Put No Confidence in
the Flesh)
Teacher: Edward Fudge, Houston, Texas
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Title: God of Stars, God of You
(An Exploration into the Enormity
and Intimacy of God)
Teacher: Mark Swan, South Jordan, Utah
Place: CAC 204
Title: A Healthy Model for a New Kind of
Restoration (Applying God-Ordained
Principles of Unity, Grace and Liberty
within our Restoration Heritage)
Teachers: Steve Puckett, Melbourne, Florida
Mark Smith, Winter Haven, Florida
Place: CAC 214
Title: The Kind of Worship God Wants —
Rite or Right?
Teacher: David Young, Overland Park, Kansas
Place: CAC 301
Title: Singles and Church Leaders: Why Every
Church Should Have a Singles' Ministry
Teachers: Anthony Fischetto, Reading, Pennsylvania
Jim Miller, Melbourne, Florida
Place: CAC 302
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4:30 p.m. Dinner Program
Appreciation Dinner
in Honor of
James & Carolyn Thompson
Place: Rockwell Dining Center
Please purchase tickets ($9.95)
advance at Ticket Sales tables.
Carolyn Roberts from Jackson, Mississippi, and James
Thompson from Tyler, Texas, met as students at Abilene
Christian University. James graduated with a B.A. in Bible in
1964 and an M.A. in New Testament in 1965. Carolyn earned
a B.A. in English and Bible in 1965. Following their marriage
in Jackson, Mississippi, on September 4,1965, they moved to
Lubbock where Carolyn did graduate work in English while
James taught at the Bible Chair at Texas Tech University. The
Thompsons moved to New York in 1967, where James was
minister of the Queens Church of Christ and a student at
Union Theological Seminary. After he completed the M.Div.
in 1970, they moved to Nashville where he earned the Ph.D.
in New Testament at Vanderbilt University in 1974. They
lived in Tubingen, Germany, in 1972-73 where James
researched and wrote his doctoral dissertation.
The Thompsons moved to Austin, Texas, in 1974
where James was instrumental in developing the Bible Chair
program at the University of Texas into an accredited Bible
college called the Institute for Christian Studies. After serving
on the faculty from 1974 to 1983, James was president of ICS
from 1983 to 1992. During this time, Carolyn was certified in
English and German at the University of Texas and earned an
M.A. in Teaching at Southwest Texas State University. She
taught in the Pflugerville district for fifteen years, developing
the senior English honors course and the German program
into Advanced Placement programs.
Dr. Thompson joined the faculty of ACU in 1992 and
became chairman of the Graduate Department of Bible in
1998 and associate dean in 2000. He is the author of
numerous articles and books, including Our Life Together;
Strategy for Survival; The Mark of a Christian; The Beginnings of
Christian Philosophy: The Epistle to the Hebrews; The Church in
Exile; Equipped for Change; Preaching Like Paul: Homiletical
Wisdom for Today, and commentaries on 2 Corinthians and
Hebrews. He co-authored God's Holy Fire with Ken
Cukrowski and Mark Hamilton. Since 1993, Dr. Thompson
has edited Restoration Quarterly, an academic journal for
scholars and ministers.
Carolyn taught at ACU in the Department of English
from 1993 to 1997 and has taught in the Department of
Foreign Languages since 1997. She is currently instructor of
German and director of the English as a Second Language
program at ACU. In addition, Carolyn is circulation manager
and copy editor for Restoration Quarterly. James and Carolyn
have two children, Philip Thompson of Woodbury,
Minnesota, and Eleanor Bryant of Amarillo, Texas, and two
grandchildren, Andrew Thompson and Elizabeth Bryant.
6:15 p.m. Songfest
Song Leaders: Richland Hills Praise Team
Fort Worth, Texas
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
7:00 p.m. Main Lecture
Title: "Take Hold of the Life That is Truly Life"
(1 Timothy 6:17-19)
Speaker: Rick Atchley, Fort Worth, Texas
Song Leader: Ryan Christian, Fort Worth, Texas
Place: Firestone Fieldhouse
9:00 p.m. Late Evening Programs
Title: "The Power of Praise"
(A Contemporary Worship Experience)
Singers: Psallo—A Praise & Worship Team
Los Angeles, California
Director: Mark Campbell, Los Angeles, California
Place: Smothers Theatre
Title: "Take My Voice and Let Me Sing"
(Sacrifices of Praise)
Singers: First Colony Church of Christ Praise Team
Sugar Land, Texas
Director: Greg Boyle, Sugar Land, Texas
Place: Elkins Auditorium
Title: "Lord, I Give You My Heart"
Singers: True Lift, Pepperdine University
Malibu, California
Place: Stauffer Chapel
Drama: "Resting in His Presence"
(A One-Act Play)
Actors: Living Water, Pepperdine University
Malibu, California
Place: Lindhurst Theatre
Pie and Coffee will be served in the Rockwell Dining Center
and in the Howard A. White Center each evening from
8:30-11:30. Proceeds will benefit the Associated Women for
Pepperdine Scholarship Fund.
FUTURE EVENTS AT PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
1st Annual
Youth WAVE, July 11-17, 2004
25th Annual
William M. Green Lectures, October 12-13, 2004
34th Annual
Thanksgiving Youth Festival, November 26-28, 2004
25th Annual
Thomas F. Staley Lectures, January 9-11,2005
62nd Annual
Pepperdine Bible Lectures, May 3-6, 2005
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Program Participants
Lindy Adams
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Holly Allen Leonard Allen Tomas Allen
Siloam Springs, Arkansas Siloam Springs, Arkansas La Verne, California
Chris Altrock
Memphis, Tennessee
Greg Anderson
Huntsville, Alabama
Lynn Anderson
San Antonio, Texas
Rick Atchley
Fort Worth, Texas
Benny Baker
Minden, Louisiana
William Baker
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dean Barham
Lubbock, Texas
Joe Beam
Nashville, Tennessee
^TN
;fl I .Jf,
David Bearden Kamy Bibbee
Fullerton, California Woodbury, Minnesota
Kevin Bibbee
Woodbury, Minnesota
Dave Bland Garry Bortz Gini Bortz
Memphis, Tennessee Campbell, California Campbell, California
Todd Bouldin Philis Boultinghouse Greg Boyle Jeannie Cagle Mike Cagle
Camarilla, California West Monroe, Louisiana Sugar Land, Texas Marietta, Georgia Marietta, Georgia
Mark Campbell
Los Angeles, California
Mike Casey
Malibu, California
Randy Chesnutt
Malibu, California
Brad Cheves
Westlake Village, California
Jeff Christian
Tyler, Texas
Ryan Christian
Fort Worth,Texas
Doris Clark
Catacamas, Honduras
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Program Participants
Peter Clark Jewell Clarkston Ross Cochran Mike Cope Mike Crowley Ken Cukrowski
Parkersburg, West Virginia Norman, Oklahoma Searcy, Arkansas Abilene, Texas Modesto, California Abilene, Texas
David Davenport Elaine Denman Ken Durham
Malibu, California Virginia Beach, Virginia Malibu, California
Stephen Eck
Portland, Oregon
Frank Farr
Houston, Texas
Nancy Ferguson
Abilene, Texas
Andoneta Findiku
Tirana, Albania
Kristofor Findiku
Tirana, Albania
Shawn Fowler James Freie
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Lancaster, California
Cheryl Frost Mark Frost
Trenton, Michigan Trenton, Michigan
Caryl Fry
Houston, Texas
Everett Ferguson
Abilene, Texas
Anthony Fischetto David Fleer Doug Foster
Reading, Pennsylvania Rochester Hills, Michigan Abilene, Texas
Virgil Fry
Houston, Texas
Edward Fudge
Houston, Texas
Steven Clark Goad
Blythe, California
Chris Goldman Carlos Gonzales
Rancho Cordova, California Mira Loma, California
Stan Granberg
Portland, Oregon
Ike Graul
Portland, Oregon
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Program Participants
Ken Greene Crystal Guy Doug Hall Maurice Hall Jane Harris Randy Harris
Dallas, Texas Los Angeles, California Fort Collins, Colorado Wliittier, California San Diego, California Abilene, Texas
;•,,*,:,*
Carolyn Hawkins Jim Hawkins Kathleen Hawkins Vincent Hawkins T. J. Haygood Joe Hays
Delta, BC, Canada Delta, EC, Canada Los Angeles, California Los Angeles, California Fairfax, Virginia New York, New York
Sandra Henderson
Fresno, California
Andrea Hendley
Tucson, Arizona
Jim Hendley
Tucson, Arizona
Mark Henry
Anchorage, Alaska
Clarence Hibbs
Camarilla, California
Jeff Hicks
Tigard, Oregon
John Mark Hicks Jerry Hodge
Nashville, Tennessee Shreveport, Louisiana
Wade Hodges Troy Hodgson David Holmes Chrys Howard
Tulsa, Oklahoma Calgary, Alberta, Canada Westchester, California West Monroe, Louisiana
Richard Hughes
Malibu, California
Robert Hull
Johnson City, Tennessee
Jacqui Hurd
Southfield, Michigan
Jimmy Hurd
Southfield, Michigan
Ervin Jackson
Sheffield, Alabama
Timothy Jang
St. Louis, Missouri
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Leonard Jarman
Lubbock, Texas
Lynn Jones
St. Charles, Missouri
Scott Lambert
Malibu, California
Anita Johnson
Salinas, California
Jeremy Johnson
Calabasas, California
Rick Johnson Ira Jolivet
Antioch, California Thousand Oaks, California
Jerry Jones
St. Charles, Missouri
Milton Jones
Seattle, Washington
James Knapp
Durant, Oklahoma
Victor Knowles
Joplin, Missouri
Igor Kozlovsky
Donetsk, Ukraine
Kim Lambert
Malibu, California
Emily Y. Lemley Steven Lemley Jason Locke Todd Lollar D'Esta Love
Westlake Village, California Westlake Village, California Morgantown, West Virginia Grapevine, Texas Malibu, California
Mark Love
Abilene, Texas
Stuart Love Dennis Lowe Randy Lowry Rhonda Lowry Dennis Lynn
Malibu, California Malibu, California Westlake Village, California Westlake Village, California Portland, Oregon
Amanda Madrid Lee Magness Pat Magness Manuel Magos Carol Manley Rick Marrs
Catacarnas, Honduras Milligan College, Tennessee Milligan College, Tennessee Escondido, California Sugar Land, Texas Thousand Oaks, California
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Gail Matthews
Houston, Texas
Elaine McCormick
Waco, Texas
Kevin McFarland Donna McKenzie
Redwood City, California Campbell, California
Don Mclaughlin
Atlanta, Georgia
Carolyn McMillan
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada
Steve McMillan Matt McMillon Prentice Meador
Yelloivknife, NT, Canada El Segundo, California Dallas, Texas
Alexander Melirrytos Eleni Melirrytos
Athens, Greece Athens, Greece
Nathan Mellor
Hixson, Tennessee
Alice Mhlanga Washington Mhlanga Bonnie Miller Jim Miller
Harare, Zimbabwe, Africa Harare, Zimbabwe, Africa Vancouver, Washington Melbourne, Florida
Lynn Mitchell
Houston, Texas
Porfirio Molina
Managua, Nicaragua
Michael Moss
Nashville, Tennessee
Emma Mullens
Detroit, Michigan
Leon Mullens
Detroit, Michigan
Mike Myers
Littleton, Colorado
Daniel Napier
Santa Barbara, California
Glenn Newton
Eustis, Florida
Sean Niestrath
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Ronnie Norman Leon O'Flynn Tom Olbricht David Owens Glenn Pemberton
Sugar Land, Texas Auckland, New Zealand South Berwick, Maine Liverpool, New York Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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Thomas Peng
Wuhan, China
Mary Ellen Pereira
Edmonds, Washington
Lucy Perrin
Malibu, California
Tim Perrin Brenda Poarch Steve Puckett
Malibu, California Brandon, Mississippi Melbourne, Florida
Steve Raine
Sydney, Australia
Jack Reese
Abilene, Texas
Jeanene Reese
Abilene, Texas
Charme Robarts
Dallas, Texas
Dwight Robarts
Dallas, Texas
Edward Robinson
Abilene, Texas
Stacy Rouse
Malibu, California
Hilary Rushford
New York, New York
Brian Sandine Latayne Scott Chris Seidman
San Leandro, California Albuquerque, New Mexico Farmers Branch, Texas
Curtis Shelburne
Muleshoe, Texas
Gene Shelburne
Litbbock, Texas
Sam Shewmaker
Searcy, Arkansas
m m
Jim Reppart Laura Reppart Bert Reynolds
Pateros, Washington Pateros, Washington Little Rock, Arkansas
Mike Sanders
Boise, Idaho
Rubel Shelly
Nashville, Tennessee
Glover Shipp
Edmond, Oklahoma
John Siburt
Richardson, Texas
Steve Sikes
Bloomington, Indiana
Brian Simmons
Portland, Oregon
Dwayne Simmons
St. Louis, Missouri
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Bruce Smith Chad Smith Don Smith John W. Smith
Redlands, California Brookline, Massachusetts Beamsville, Ontario, Canada Huntsville, Alabama
Mark Smith Nick Smith
Winter Haven, Florida Stockton, California
Shon Smith Curt Sparks
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Memphis, Tennessee
Emily Spivey
Dallas, Texas
Tim Spivey
Dallas, Texas
Gail Sportsman Jimmy Sportsman
Ruidoso, New Mexico Ruidoso, New Mexico
Mark Swan
South Jordan, Uta
Greg Taylor
Nashville, Tennessee
Brandon Scott Thomas Carolyn Thompson James Thompson
Nashville, Tennessee Abilene, Texas Abilene, Texas
Ross Thomson
Houston, Texas
Darryl Tippens Linda Truschke Lanny Tucker Rusty Tugman Bobby Valentine Andy Wall
Mahbu, California Malibu, California Portland, Oregon Norman, Oklahoma Milwaukee, Wisconsin Oak Park, California
Came Wall
Oak Park, California
Whitney Wall
Malibu, California
Jeff Walling
Charlotte, North Carolina
Phil Ware
Austin, Texas
Steve Weathers
Abilene, Texas
Karl Wendt
Joplin, Missouri
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Shannon Wendt August West Mike Westerfield Jack Williamson
Joplin, Missouri West Los Angeles, California Rochester Hills, Michigan Thousand Oaks, California
Tim Willis
Malibu, California
Billy Wilson
Glasgow, Scotland
Kevin Withem
San Diego, California
Kevin Woods
Vancouver, Washington
Mark Woodward
Fort Worth, Texas
Sherrylee Woodward
Fort Worth, Texas
John Wright
Stockton, California
Ubert Yesudin
Madarapakkam, South India
Greg York
Indianapolis, Indiana
John O. York
Nashville, Tennessee
David Young
Overland Park, Kansas
Helen Young
Malibu, California
Ken Young
Franklin, Tennessee
Marca Young
Franklin, Tennessee
PROGRAMA DE ACTIVIDADES EN ESPANOL EL VIERNES, 7 DE MAYO
Program of Activities in Spanish: Friday May 7"'
jBienvenida!
Welcome
Lugar:
Clase:
Maestro:
Lugar:
Clase
Maestro:
Lugar:
ll:30a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Convivio y confraternidad
Food & Fellowship
Alumni Park
2:00 p.m.
"Si alguno aspira al cargo
de obispo, buena obra
desea hacer."
If a Man Desires the
Position of a Bishop,
He Desires a Good Work.
(1 Tim. 3.1-7)
Manuel Magos,
Escondido, California
AC 234
"Justicia, sanidad y la
salud publica"
Righteousness, Healing and
the Public Health
Bruce Smith
Redlands, California
AC 236
Clase:
Maestro:
Lugar:
Clase:
Maestro:
Lugar:
Confraternidad:
Lugar:
3:15 p.m.
"Es grande el misterio de
nuestra fe"
The Mystery of Godliness is
Great (1 Tim. 3:14-16)
Porfirio Molina
Jinotega, Nicaragua
AC 234
"No permito a la esposa"
7 Do Not Permit a Wife
(1 Tim. 2:9-15)
Tomas Allen
La Verne, California
AC 236
4:30 p.m.
Convivio optional para
los presentes
Optional Food ^Fellowship
for Those Present
AC 235
Conferencia:
Orador:
Traductor:
Lugar:
Devocional:
Grapo Coral:
Lugar:
7:00 p.m.
"Echen mano de la vida
que es verdadera vida"
Take hold of the life that is
truly life (1 Tim. 6:17-19)
Rick Atchley
Fort Worth, Texas
Raye Kramar
Firestone Fieldhouse
9:00 p.m.
"Ganando almas"
Voces, El Paso, Texas
Heritage Hall
Voces, El Paso, Texas
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Hotels and Motels
MALIBU
Villa Graziadio Executive
Center (on campus)
Pepperdine University
24255 Pacific Coast Hwy.
Malibu, CA 90263
310-506-1144
tali.barbarick®
pepperdine.edu
Malibu Beach Inn,,
1 mile south
22878 Pacific Coast Highway
Malibu, CA 90265
(310) 456-6444
(800) 462-5428
Casa Malibu,
1 mile south
22752 Pacific Coast Highway
Malibu, CA 90265
(310) 456-2219
(800) 831-0858
Malibu Country Inn,
7 miles north
6506 Westward Beach Road
Malibu, CA 90265
(310) 457-9622
(800) 386-6787
SANTA MONICA
12 miles from campus
DoubleTree Guest Suites
1707 Fourth Street
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(310) 395-3332
(800) 222-8733
Four Points Sheraton
530 West Pico Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(310) 399-9344
(800) 325-3535
The Georgian Hotel
1415 Ocean Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(800) 538-8147
Radisson Huntley Hotel
1111 Second Street
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(310) 394-5454 x7102
(800) 333-3333
CALABASAS AND
WOODLAND HILLS
9 to 13 miles from campus
Good Nite Inn
26557 Agoura Road
Calabasas, CA 91302
(818) 880-6000 xO
Country Inn & Suites
23627 Calabasas Road
Calabasas, CA 91302
(818) 222-5300
(800) 456-4000
Hilton Garden Inn
24150 Park Sorrento
Calabasas, CA 91302
(818) 591-2300
Warner Center Marriott
21850 Oxnard Street
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
(818) 887-4800
(800) 228-9290
Always ask for PEPPERDINE BIBLE LECTURES GROUP RATE
when making reservations. Rates are subject to availability.
Most rates are subject to a cut-off date of April 1, 2004. The
Church Relations Office will provide a hotel/motel information
and price list upon request.
AGOURA HILLS,
WESTLAKE VILLAGE,
15 miles from campus
Renaissance, a Marriott Hotel
30100 Agoura Road
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 707-1220
(800) 228-9290
Hampton Inn & Suites
30255 Agoura Road
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 597-0333
(800) 426-7866
Westlake Village Inn
31943 Agoura Road
Westlake Village, CA 91361
(818) 889-0230
(800) 535-9978
Hyatt Westlake Plaza
880 South Westlake Boulevard
Westlake Village, CA 91361
(800) 233-1234
Thousand Oaks Inn
75 West Thousand Oaks Blvd
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
(805) 497-3701
Pepperdine was First in Graduate Religion Degrees. The historic photo above, taken 60 years ago in 1944, pictures the first students to enroll for
graduate religion study at Pepperdine College in Los Angeles. The school's Master of Arts in Religion was the first graduate degree in religion among
Church of Christ affiliated schools in America. The five graduate professors are seated at the table (I. to r.): Dr. Batsell Barrett Baxter, Dr. William M.
Green, Dr. W. B. West, Jr., C. R. Nichol, and Ralph Wilburn. Standing behind the faculty are Dean E. V. Pullias (I.) and President Hugh Tiner (r.).
The first students in line are: Floyd Thompson, Otis Gateivood, Harry Robert Fox, Jr., I. D. Webb, E. Lowrey Ruby, W. W. Pace, and Noble Rogers.
Today, Pepperdine also offers the M.S. in Ministry, the M.Div., and the new joint degree with the Pepperdine School of Law, the J.D./M.Div.
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General Information
LAX Airport Shuttles
Call at least 24 hours in advance to make reservations.
ROAD RUNNER SHUTTLE
800-247-7919
$25.00 - 1 person, 1 way
$10.00 each additional person
(from same terminal)
$61.00 for 5 or more people
up to a maximum of 7 people.
Gratuity not included.
PRIME TIME SHUTTLE
800-733-8267
or 800-RED-VANS
$26.00 -1 person, 1 way.
$11.00 each additional person.
$61.00 for 5 or more people up
to a maximum of 7 people.
15% gratuity requested.
Lecture Central
Tyler Campus Center—Upper Level (310) 506-4270
I Obtain general information.
I Purchase meal tickets.
I Please stop by to fill out a registration card if you are not
living in on-campus housing or RVs.
HOURS:
Tuesday 1:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
Wednesday 6:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Thursday 6:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Friday 6:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Saturday 6:30 a.m.- 9:30 a.m.
Food Services
Rockwell Dining Center (Cafeteria) (TCC 1st Floor)*
Breakfast 6:00 a.m.-8:00 a.m. $5.25
Lunch 11:00 a.m.-l :30 p.m. $6.00
Dinner 4:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m. $9.95
Firestone Fieldhouse
Morning Coffee & Donuts
Lunch $6.00 (Box Lunch Only)*
Heritage Hall*
Lunch $6.00
Tennis Pavillion*
Lunch $6.00
The Sandbar (TCC 2nd Floor)
Coffee, Snacks and Meals To-Go
2:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
The Fountain Grill (TCC Outdoors)
Snacks, Beverages and Meals To-Go
11:00 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
The HAWC Coffee Shop
7:30 a.m. - Midnight
"The 7-meal breakfast/lunch ticket may be used at these locations
Meal Ticket Costs
Breakfast 6:00 a.m.-8:00 a.m. $5.25
Lunch 11:00 a.m.-l:30 p.m. $6.00
Dinner 4:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m. $9.95
7-meal ticket $37.00 (save $2.00)
(Includes 4 breakfasts and 3 lunches at selected locations*)
Children Under 12 may buy tickets for half price, excluding dinner.
If attending a breakfast or luncheon program, please fill and take
your tray to the designated location.
Housing Information
Twin-bed $80.00 (Four nights at $20.00 per night)
Linens $20.00 (Set includes sheets, pillow case, pillow,
blanket, 2 bath towels, 2 massage towels,
1 washcloth)
NOTES:
I Bed reservations may be made for adults (21 and over) only.
Youth may sleep in sleeping bags on the floor at no charge.
I The fee remains $80.00 for those not planning to stay all
four nights, and housing priority will be given to those staying
for the entire program.
I Those unable to stay four nights should consider off-campus
options (see p. 39).
I We suggest you bring your own bedding: linen rentals are
available only to those traveling by plane or from out-of-state.
I To reserve your space on-campus, please mail a check along with
your registration form.
I Housing reservations must be received by February 20.
I No registrations will be accepted over the phone.
I Rooms will be pre-assigned and no changes can be made.
> Indicate special housing requests on your reservation form,
such as rooming close to a friend or with a particular group.
I Indicate any health concerns in the special request section.
IA confirmation of room assignment will be mailed to you by
April 14.
» WE MUST ADVISE YOU THAT, SHOULD YOU DECIDE TO
CANCEL YOUR RESERVATION FOR ANY REASON, DORM
FEES ARE NON-REFUNDABLE AND NON-TRANSFERABLE.
Check-in:
I Tuesday, May 4 2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
> You may check-in at your assigned location where you will
receive a packet of materials and your room key.
I For latecomers, check-in will resume following the evening
lecture in the lobby of Dorm 1 (Dorm & Towers residents) and
Apt. A-19 (Apts. A,B,C) and the Drescher Apts. Check-in for
Drescher Campus housing.
Please do not arrive on campus to check into your dorm room
before 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday, May 4.
Check-out:
» No later than 10:00 a.m. on Saturday.
I Please return your key and all linens to your dorm or tower lobby,
Apt. A 19 or Drescher Campus Check-in.
I There is a $35.00 charge for all unreturned keys.
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Parking Information
Parking will be available on Seaver Dr., Banowsky Blvd., John Tyler
Dr., in the RV lot (Rho Parking Lot), the Firestone Fieldhouse or the
Drescher Parking Garage.
Parking will be unavailable Tuesday through Friday from
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the main parking lot, the chapel lot, and
the Phillips Theme Tower lot.
Tuesday and Saturday, you may enter the dorm loop through the
gate at the Upsilon Parking lot for loading and unloading only;
no parking is allowed at any other time in the fire lanes next to
the residence halls.
Recreational Vehicles
> Use Rho parking lot, located by the apartments.
> Opens at 10:00 a.m. Tuesday, May 4 (No early arrivals please).
I One-time fee of $20.00 for the week.
> No hookups or dumping facilities available.
t Please indicate on your registration form that you will bring an
RV, include your check, and your temporary parking pass will
be mailed to you on April 14.
I Meal tickets will be issued when you arrive at the RV lot.
Exhibit Halls
Exhibitors from around the country will be located in the
Sandbar, Tyler Campus Center (near the bookstore), and the
Howard A. White Center. These areas will make available books,
videos, new teaching techniques, mission reports, and the latest
Christian materials.
On-Campus Shuttle
Shuttle vans will be in service throughout the day and evening.
Shuttle Stops:
Firestone Fieldhouse Seaver Apartments / RV Lot
Towers Dormitories
Drescher Campus Jerry's Tree (see map)
Call Lecture Central (4270) if you have a special
transportation need.
Child Care Hours
Tuesday 4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Children's Dinner*
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Free
Wednesday 8:00 a.m. -12:15 p.m. $3.50
NO AFTERNOON CH1LDCARE
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Free
Thursday 8:00 a.m. -12:15 p.m. $3.50
NO AFTERNOON CHILDCARE
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Children's Dinner*
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Free
Friday 8:00 a.m. -12:15 p.m. $3.50
NO AFTERNOON CHILDCARE
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Free
* Children must eat all meals with their parents. Exception:
During the Tuesday and Thursday dinners, a children's dinner is
planned only for the children of the parents attending the banquets.
Cost is $3.50 per child.
Child Care Information
1. We limit the morning child care program to children
between the ages of six months and six years.
The evening program is open to children six months
to eleven years old.
2. Children must eat all meals with their parents. Exception:
During the Tuesday and Thursday dinners, a children's
dinner is planned only for the children of the parents
attending the banquets. Cost is $3.50 per child.
3. Register your children at the child care registration desk on
the first floor of the Cultural Arts Center (CAC). You must
sign your children in and out each time you use our program.
4. Play clothes should be worn at all times.
5. Label all items to be left in child care rooms including toys,
blankets and extra clothing. Take special care in labeling
baby items, baby food jars, bottles, etc.
6. A nap area will be available. If he/she will be napping,
please send a familiar toy, blanket, etc. for your child.
7. If your child wears diapers, be sure to provide child care
workers with enough diapers, etc. to last until you return.
The Joslyn Plaza fountain, centrally located in front of Elkins Auditorium, becomes a popular gathering place for children during Bible
Lectures week; meanwhile, adults sample the coffee cart and the outdoor short-order grill, and enjoy visiting with friends throughout the day.
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The Pepperdine University Bible Lectures
tear
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
Annual Themes
The Church in the 20* Century
The Adequacy of the New Testament Church
The Church in These Times
Urgent Problems Facing the Postwar Church
The Educational Program of the Local Church
The Christian Home
The Church and Sound Doctrine
The Church Today
The Work of the Church
Changeless Values in a Changing World
Be Ye Doers of the Word and Not Hearers Only
Teaching Them to Observe All Things
Fellowship in Good Works
Honor to Whom Honor is Due
(No Lecture Program)
God Challenges You
Stewardship
Developing the Christ-Centered Life
Sharing Christ With All the World
The Strategy for Spiritual Freedom
Christ Our Contemporary
Declaring God's Good News
New Testament Christianity: The Message for Modern Man
Victorious Living Today
Focus on Faith in Action
Accent on Concern: These Things Concern the Christian
A Search for Understanding
And Now Abideth Hope
For Such a Time as This
God's Work in Our Day
Inside/Outside: Evangelism Through Renewal
Simply Yes or No: Christian Integrity
From Death to Life: The New Man
Abounding in the Work of the Lord: A Study in Philippians
Heritage and Destiny: A Study of the Restoration Movement
The Faith Once For All Delivered to the Saints
It's Great to Be a Christian
For Such a Time as This
The Magnificence of Christ: Great Themes From Colossians
Light, Life and Love: The Ministry of Jesus in John
That We Might Live: Great Themes from the Epistle to Titus
God's Eternal Purpose: Great Themes from the Epistle to the Ephesians
Jesus Christ is the Same Yesterday, Today, and Forever (Hebrews)
God of Grace and God of Glory: Great Themes from the Book of Isaiah
Triumph of the Good News: The Book of Acts for the 21s1 Century
Thine is the Kingdom: Great Themes from the Gospel of Matthew
Deliverance: Great Themes from the Book of Exodus
Remember Jesus Christ: Great Themes from the Letter of II Timothy
Strangers in the World: Great Themes from the Letter of I Peter
A God So Near: Great Themes from the Book of Deuteronomy
Tell Me The Story: Great Themes from the Gospel of Mark
Crucified With Christ: The Gospel of Grace in Galatians
Eternal Truth From An Upper Room (John 13-17)
Out Of The Whirlwind: Great Themes from the Book of Job
The Imitation of Christ: Great Themes from Philippians
Another King, Another Kingdom: Great Themes from Luke
I Lift Up My Soul: Communing With God Through the Psalms
The Gravity of Grace: Great Themes from the Letter to the Romans
Shaped by the Cross: Great Themes from I Corinthians
Christ and New Creation: Great Themes from II Corinthians
Embracing the Call of God: Great Themes from Genesis
The Mystery of Godliness: Great Themes from 1 Timothy
Directors
W.B.WestJr.
W.B.WestJr.
W.B.WestJr.
W.B.WestJr.
W.B.WestJr.
W. B. West, Jr.
W. B. West, Jr.
W. B. West, Jr.
W. B. West, Jr.
Joseph W. White
Joseph W. White
Joseph W. White
Joseph W. White
Joseph W. White
(No Lecture Program)
Joseph W. White
Rex Johnston
Rex Johnston
Rex Johnston
Rex Johnston
William Banowsky
Jack Scott
Jack Scott
Don Gardner
Don Gardner
Don Gardner
Don Gardner
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Keynote Lecturers
C. R. Nichol
L. S. White
Hugh Tiner
P. D. Wilmeth
Jesse P. Sewell
Harvey Scott
J. E. Wainwright
A. R. Holton
M. Norvel Young
Reuel Lemmons
Burton Coffman
S. H. Hall
Marshall Keeble
E. W. McMillan
John Banister
J. Harold Thomas
A. R. Holton
Don H. Morris
Ira North
Batsell Barrett Baxter
Frank Pack
George Bailey
Carl Spain
William Banowsky
Jack Evans
Ira North
Juan Monroy
R. N. Hogan
Humphrey Foutz
Stuart Love
Prentice Meador
Carl Mitchell
William Banowsky
Reuel Lemmons
Ira North
Marvin Phillips
R. N. Hogan
Landon Saunders
Juan Monroy
Gary Beauchamp
Harold Hazelip
David Davenport
Doug Parsons
Jerry Rushford
Landon Saunders
Mike Cope
Randy Mayeux
Harold Shank
Lynn Anderson
Max Lucado
RickAtchley
Rubel Shelly
Jeff Walling
John O.York
Tim Woodroof
Jim McGuiggan
Mark Henderson
Jack Reese
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Rick Marrs
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Summer Bible Lectures
Year Annual Themes
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
The Christian Family
The Church at Work
Restoring New Testament Values
Meeting Our Challenges
Project Leadership
Christ For Our Contemporaries
The Christian Home
Confronting Moral Issues
Developing the Fruits of the Spirit
The City—An Open Door for the Church
Directors
Joseph W. White
Thomas Campbell
Thomas Campbell
Gary Moore
William Banowsky
Jack Scott
Jack Scott
Jack Scott
Don Gardner
Don Gardner
Keynote Lecturers
Howard White
J. P. Sanders
Glenn Wallace
Sherman Cannon
Gordon Teel
E. W. McMillan
Joe Barnett
Willard Collins
Elza Huffard
Harold Paden
Anchored in the Past,
Committed to the
Future
The Pepperdine University Bible
Lectures began in January 1943 and
were modeled after similar programs
at Abilene Christian, David Lipscomb,
and Harding universities.
Throughout the 1940s, this
significant annual forum grew in
popularity, but the early 1950s saw
a decline in attendance, and no
program was scheduled in 1957.
The Bible Lectures took on new life
with the arrival of M. Norvel Young
and J. P. Sanders in the fall of that year.
And by 1961, the keynote lecture
program had to be moved to the
Shrine Auditorium to accommodate
the large numbers of people who
wanted to attend. In the following
years, the huge Los Angeles Sports
Arena became the scene for the
largest evening lectures.
The University added a special
program of summer Bible Lectures for
10 years beginning in 1958. However,
the programs were again declining
in attendance by the late 1960s and
the summer lectures ended in 1967.
When Pepperdine moved to its
new campus in Malibu in 1972,
there was a renewal of interest in
the Bible Lectures. Since that time,
the lectures have grown in interest and
attendance every year.
As the University moves forward
into the future, it is fully committed to
pursuing the very highest academic
standards within a context which
celebrates and extends the spiritual
and ethical ideals of the Christian faith.
And the Department of Church
Relations is convinced that, many
years from now, when Pepperdine
University celebrates a century of
Bible Lectures, this annual series will
continue to be a stimulating forum
for the renewal and restoration of
New Testament Christianity.
Jerry Rushford
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"Living Water" 11,12,30
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Lollar,Todd 19
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Love, Mark 2,3,5,13,25,26
Love, Stuart 4,8,9,16,18,29
Lowe, Dennis 27
Lowry Randy 6,13,15,26
Lowry, Rhonda 7,15,16,28
Lynn, Dennis 27
Madrid, Amanda 6
Magness, Lee 8,16,18,29
Magness, Pat 8,16,18,29
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Manley, Carol 9
Marrs, Rick 6,16
Matthews, Gail 13
McCormick, Elaine 15,27
"The McCoy Family Singers" 12,18
McFarland, Kevin, 16
McKenzie, Donna 25
McLaughlin, Don 2,5,13,19,25
McMillan, Carolyn 25
McMillan, Steve 27
McMillon, Matt 7
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